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DYNAMIC CONTENT GENERATION FOR THE EVALUATION OF NETWORK

APPLICATIONS

Abstract

by Victor Craig Valgenti, Ph.D.

Washington State University

May 2012

Chair: Min Sik Kim

Generating application-level content within network simulations and/or testbed environ-

ments tends toward an ad-hoc process reliant primarily on evaluator expertise. Such ad-hoc ap-

proaches are laborious and often fail to capture important aspects of how content is distributed

within traffic. Further, while many tools allow for the generation of a wide-range of content types,

there exists no coherent model for populating these tools with the necessary data. To address these

issues we propose two models for dynamically generating content so as to provide a systematic

means for populating a test with relevant data. First we create content targeting Network Intrusion

Detection Systems (NIDS) that are severely impacted by the composition of the traffic combined

with the set of known signatures. Most NIDS evaluation techniques employ on/off models where

a packet is either malicious or not. Such evaluation ignores the case where the content of a benign

packet partially intersects with one or many signatures, causing more processing for the NIDS.

To address this hole in evaluation we propose a traffic model that uses the target NIDS signature

set to create partially-matching traffic. This partially-matching traffic then allows the systematic

examination of the NIDS across multiple scenarios. Such evaluation provides insight into the

idiosyncrasies of a NIDS that would remain hidden if evaluated under current methodologies.

Next, we broaden our content generation model to account for all network applications.
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We create a content generative model for identifying, harvesting, and assigning application-level

content to simulated traffic. This model ties consumers of content to the producers of the content

as well to a particular content category. This approach then allows for said content to be tied to a

workload generator or simulator of choice to evaluate a given network application. Finally, we dis-

cuss the implementation of these models and potential optimizations for high-speed environments.

Ultimately, the models provided here allow for the systematic generation of content for network

applications and serves to bridge the gap in current evaluation methodologies between network

traffic simulation and content.
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CHAPTER one

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivations Driving Research in Traffic Generation

The art of testing computer networks has perplexed researchers, engineers, and system administra-

tors for years. Initial models and analysis stem all the way back to A.K. Erlang [1] and attempts

to quantify Telephone switching networks. However, the ubiquity of the Internet and the ever in-

creasing number of applications utilizing it as a medium for data transport has increased not only

the need for successfully generating computer network test traffic, but for modeling that traffic as

well. A significant symptom of this need is the number of traffic generation tools available freely,

or for cost, to meet various traffic generation objectives. Yet, despite the best efforts of numerous

researchers, engineers, and hackers, there does not yet exist a general purpose traffic generator that

adequately and accurately captures all conceivable objectives for computer network evaluation.

This stems from the heterogeneous nature of network applications and the desired test conditions

and stimuli to evaluate them. In essence, the test objectives determine the level of abstraction and

simplification allowed in any evaluation. Hence, many traffic generators are not the result of a

determined effort to generate realistic traffic but just a need to evaluate a very specific aspect of a

singular network application.

The task of generating network traffic representative of a particular network is quite daunt-

ing for any network larger than a few nodes. The creation of large test-bed networks is costly and

time-consuming, while simulation alone is often inadequate. Evaluation on live networks carries

numerous financial, privacy, and security concerns that might arise from a test. Thus, generated

test traffic remains a necessary component in evaluating network applications. Since the quality of
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the traffic generated is a function of the application to test then it is necessary to adopt the proper

tool for the task.

One of the more perplexing issues, however, is determining if the correct traffic generation

tool is applied to the evaluation of a particular application. As demonstrated by Vishwanath et

al. [2] the composition of network traffic will directly impact the performance of network applica-

tions. Burstiness in traffic, an every-day reality in most networks, can severely strain most network

applications. Further, the depth of composition of generated traffic can have a unique impact on

different applications. For example, replaying packet captures, such as done by tcpreplay [3], will

replay traffic as experienced on a real network. Thus, the traffic generation represents a single time-

slot which may, or may not, contain the necessary stimuli to test the desired application. While

simplifying the generation of traffic to facilitate the testing of particular applications is admirable,

it can insert bias into garnered results. Thus, it is necessary to ensure that generated traffic meet

conditions sufficient and necessary to evaluate a particular application.

Due to ever increasing constraints in testing, as well as burgeoning privacy issues, simu-

lation and traffic generation are slowly coming together. The optimal traffic generator is capable

of simulating a variety of users across multiple applications and virtual networks such that the end

result is a massive, simulated network that is responsive to user interaction. Of course, as more

simulation is added to traffic generation the complexity of the generators increase. This added

complexity can demonstrate itself in large resource requirements whether those resources be labor

required in creation of sufficient test-bed environments or actual equipment purchased to house

the projects. However, the added features of simulation can provide for more generalized traffic

generators, even if the creation and use of such generators requires considerable effort.

A substantial motivating factor of this research stems from a personal encounter in trying

to identify a traffic generator sufficient to test Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS). While
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many traffic generators are available, few provide the necessary features for testing and none the

exact combination of desired features. Further, little attempt has been made to quantify or catalog

the vast array of traffic generators out there. It is left to the individual to dive into these many

tools and try to divine the adequacy of a particular tool to a particular task. Thus, this research

attempts to categorize and catalog many current traffic generators by their major functionality as

well as list many of the features common to traffic generators. Next, we specifically identify the

concerns for NIDS that employ deep packet inspection. Since these NIDS examine the payload

of a packet traffic payload across all packets in an evaluation can prove a significant factor dur-

ing evaluation. We then provide two distinct methods for generating packet payloads in order to

evaluate NIDS. The first method is sufficient to produce load in a NIDS and the second is a more

general approach to provide background traffic that can serve applications other than NIDS. Fi-

nally, we examine implementation concerns such as providing for high throughput and constrained

resources. Our hope is that this research will provide a basis for improved evaluation of NIDS and

Network Applications.

1.2 The Purpose of Network Traffic Generation

The purpose for network traffic generation falls into two broad categories. The first is to stimulate

a particular network application. In this sense, traffic generated becomes a tool for determining

an application’s responsiveness to stimuli. This is the primary reason for the disparity between

network traffic generators. Each tool is targeted at specific network applications. Thus, the traffic

generated by such tools may not generalize well to other applications. For example, in Chapter 4,

we examine traffic generation with respect to Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS). Thus,

the models and techniques provided in Chapter 4 create traffic well-suited to evaluating NIDS.

However, such traffic would not necessarily serve as well to test other network applications like
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routing software. Regardless, traffic generation serves to demonstrate the functionality of a partic-

ular network application in isolation.

Secondly, network traffic generation is designed to produce background traffic. Quite often,

the impact of background traffic is ignored. As such, any tool capable of spitting packets onto the

wire is considered feasible for valid background traffic. However, background traffic can have

a serious impact on the function of a network application as demonstrated by Vishwanath et al

[2], and by ourselves [4] in this work as will be detailed in further chapters. The ultimate goal

of background traffic generation is to convincingly create network traffic that will approximate

desired conditions that might exhibit themselves upon a particular network.

In practice, it is common to utilize two separate tools to accomplish both purposes. One

tool is used to generate background traffic and a second tool is used to create traffic specific to

testing an application. While there is nothing wrong with this approach, it fails to recognize the

fact that the background traffic can, in some instances, prove as meaningful to the application as

the traffic specifically targeting the application. This is the case in NIDS and thus a primary factor

in the research developed herein.

In order to provide useful traffic, any traffic generator must be capable of meeting a certain

minimum of qualified traffic. In other words, the generated traffic must serve a purpose for an eval-

uation otherwise it provides no service. As such, generated traffic targets particular features found

in real traffic. These features range from actual communications, like an FTP-client downloading

a file, to statistical properties inherent in traffic like inter-arrival times between packets. Further,

these features may also attempt to explore ranges that are possible given the definitions for proto-

cols or applications, but might never occur in reality except in mischief. Figure 1.1 illustrates this

dichotomy. Real traffic contains a set of features, represented by the circle on the left. Generated

traffic contains its own set of features, represented by the circle on the right. The intersection
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Real Traffic Features Generated Traffic FeaturesReal Features
In Test

Generated
Ignored
Features

Traffic
Artifacts/
Boundary

Tests

Figure 1.1: Generated traffic targets a subset of Real Traffic Features.

between these two sets represent the real traffic features that the generated traffic approximates.

In other words, these are the features targeted by the traffic generator. The remainder of the real

traffic features are ignored either because they are deemed irrelevant to a particular evaluation,

because their relevance is unknown, or simply because they are too difficult to implement. The

features in the generated traffic that are not part of real traffic are those features that either explore

the boundaries of possible traffic (i.e. boundary testing) or are artifacts introduced into the traffic

stream through the traffic generator. In fact, one of the complaints Jim McHugh [5] makes against

the 1998 DARPA Intrusion Detection System Evaluation data sets [6,7] is that due to a limited set

of targets of attack within the generated traffic it is a simple matter to tune a system to watch only

these targeted systems and ignore all others to greatly decrease the potential for false positives.

This represents one of the many subtle ways in which the artifacts from generated traffic have the

potential to bias an evaluation. It is also why generated traffic is more successful in very specific

roles rather than broader, more general, roles.

1.2.1 Common Traffic Features Targeted by Network Traffic Generation

This section details the most common features targeted by traffic generators. Most of these features

represent the more studied features of traffic which has indirectly resulted in the development of
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tools to test hypotheses. Other features are common to network administrators and evaluators to

ascertain real-time statistics of live networks. As mentioned earlier, traffic generators tend to target

features since simulating and generating completely realistic traffic is, to-date, infeasible. Thus,

as illustrated in Figure 1.1 only the impact of a certain subset of features is examined with the

assumption being that bias and/or ignored features do not impact the validity of a given test—an

assumption that depends largely on the conclusions made from the results of the experiment. The

list of features here is not conclusive, but captures the majority of the most popular traffic features

targeted by traffic generators. Further, this list is primarily concerned with the traffic generation

features that, while not necessarily distinct to NIDS evaluation, are at least commonly applicable

to NIDS evaluation.

Inter-arrival Times

Inter-arrival times for network traffic has been examined as a key property of telecommunications

since A. K. Erlang [1]. This stems, in part, from the fact that telecommunications translate well

into queuing theory. As such, the tools for modern queuing theory can be used to study many of

the properties of network infrastructure, in particular the relative reliability with which a network

packet can expect to arrive at a destination. Of course, modern research has illustrated that this

process is considerably more complex especially in the presence of self-similar network traffic

[8–10]. In order to capture this feature, many traffic generators employ the ability to set packet

inter-arrival times to either a Poisson process, or apply some mechanism for emulating bursty

behaviors.
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Packet Volumes

Much network research looks only at high-level traffic features. In particular, research concerned

with on-line anomaly detection, like that forwarded by Lackhina et al [11] and Ahmed et al [12],

use gross packet counts as a primary factor in detecting anomalies. Many traffic generation tools

support methods for creating bursts of traffic as a result of inter-arrival times shortening due to

self-similar inter-arrival times, or simple timed bursts of higher sending rates.

Packet-length Distributions

A large amount of recent research has demonstrated that packet-length distributions of flows can

serve to distinguish particular types of communications. This particular feature appears as a strong

indicator of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) traffic as illustrated by Erman et al in [13].

Port Distributions

Typically not an explicit feature in most traffic generators, the ability to generate traffic with a

designated set of ports is an important part of many tests. The destination port is a very important

feature in the performance of NIDS like Snort [14] as it can determine the number of rules applied

to a given packet. Further, the port distributions (both source and destination) found in traffic can

serve to help identify P2P networks as demonstrated by Erman et al. [13]. Most traffic generators

allow ports to be designated at some level, but models for generating port distributions are ad-hoc

in nature.

Bandwidth, Delay, and Latency

A large amount of research exists for Bandwidth testing. The typical goal is to provide tools

that can measure the available bandwidth for a link. Early tools, such as iperf [15] simply fill
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the link with packets to derive the statistics. More refined approaches such as that exhibited in the

Network Weather Service [16], coordinate small, periodic measurements in order to derive network

statistics. As such, the generation is less about the traffic and more about how quickly that traffic

is moved between two points. Evaluating these features is of less importance to NIDS, but there

still exist many traffic generation tools dedicated to the derivation of these statistics. This is more a

result of the need for system administrators to verify the performance of networks in real-life than

the need for research tools. Despite the relative lack of realism in traffic generated from these tools,

their simplicity mark them as one of the most common means of generating background traffic.

Flows

The number and distribution of network flows, as defined by the IP flow-level quintuple(Internet

Protocol (IP), IP source address, IP destination address, source port, and destination port), demon-

strates behaviors such as the fact that small flows account for about 80% or more of all flows,

but large flows account for 80% or more of the total traffic [17]. Further, network traffic tends to

heavily favor TCP traffic over all others. Several traffic generators allow for generating traffic to

meet such statistics, albeit with considerable scripting required.

Load

Load generation is a common technique for evaluating network applications. The primary purpose

for load generation is simply to create a huge number of packets or flows in order to overwhelm

a target. The idea is that an application can be evaluated by simply examining its behavior as the

volume of traffic increases. This type of evaluation is extremely common and is the motivation

behind many traffic generators. Unfortunately, defining load for any network application is much

more complex than simply increasing the arrival rate of packets as is illustrated later in this work
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as well as by Vishwanath et al in [2] and Sommers et al in [18].

Think Times

Think Times represent the pause between communications indicating the amount of time a user

or client takes before sending or requesting more data. Think Times are slowly becoming a more

popular feature in traffic generation, though only a few generators actually implement them.

Topology

All traffic generators allow the generation of traffic within specific topology constraints. However,

few offer any tools for simulating, emulating, or creating a topology. Research like that from

Sommers et al. [19] demonstrate methods for generating realistic IP Addresses, and research like

the Rocketfuel project out of the University of Washington [20] demonstrate methods for mapping

wide area topology. However, there exist few tools in traffic generation that actually employ or

even allow for topology specific tools. This is one of the secondary motivations for the Generative

Pyramid Model that will be illustrated in Chatper 5.

Application Content

Many traffic generators allow for the insertion of some kind of payload or content into packets.

Some tools, like httperf [21] simply use standard application layer protocols to interact with a

network application. The end result is generated traffic with specific content. Other tools like

the Malicious trAffic Composition Environment (MACE) [22] use models to generate specific

network behaviors; network attacks in this case. Overall, though, the generation of content is still

very dependent on the application and an open issue. In fact, in the case of NIDS, most traffic

is blindly considered either malicious (i.e. will cause a NIDS to alert) or benign (the NIDS will
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ignore that traffic). This point of view, however, is naı̈ve as we will illustrate to more depth in the

following Chapters.

1.3 The Role of Simulation in Network Traffic Generation

The line between traffic generation and simulation is quite subtle and blurring as more advanced

traffic generators are created. The primary difference between the two is purpose. Traffic Gener-

ators create traffic on actual networks while simulators create traffic virtually. The blurring issue

is that as traffic generators become more complex they slowly borrow more and more simulation

techniques in the creation of traffic. Ultimately, traffic generators tend to target more specific

features of traffic while simulators attempt to recreate all features of traffic.

1.3.1 Concerns with Live Traffic

A common tactic in traffic generation is to employ packet captures from a proprietary network,

or from a publicly available repository [6, 23, 24], and replay these captures onto the testbed net-

work with a tool such as tcpreplay [3]. While this tactic provides the simplest means of creating

application-level content it fails in many respects. First, the traffic within the capture may contain

sensitive information and require scrubbing in order to mitigate potential privacy issues. Unfortu-

nately, scrubbing traffic traces is no simple feat and as privacy and security concerns continue to

escalate the handling of the data requires great care. In essence, for privacy to be maintained,

the traffic traces need to be anonymized. However, anonymizing traffic is a balance between

maintaining the desired statistics of the traffic while removing or hiding potentially sensitive data.

Policy-based anonymization schemes [25–28] have found popularity since they provide the ability

to anonymize any feature of a traffic trace. These policy-based schemes allow users to balance

the confidentiality required by the data owner with the needs of the application of the data. The
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user can filter-out (or filter-in [28]), z fields in each packet so that the data will be concealed or

absent for these fields. In this manner, greater or lesser anonymization can be used to create greater

or lesser confidentiality at the cost of the empirical value of the traffic trace. Unfortunately, the

problem of identifying the sensitive fields is still an open issue. Thus, there is no guarantee that

even if traffic traces are properly anonymized that they will be devoid of sensitive data. Further, it

is difficult to quantify the exact impact anonymization will have on the ability of the traffic trace to

adequately evaluate a given application.

Secondly, traffic regenerated by packet captures will exhibit behaviors and phenomenon ex-

isting when the traffic was captured but not necessarily realistic when regenerated in the testbed en-

vironment. While this does allow for the replay of peculiar or specific phenomena, it also severely

limits the variability of the evaluation. In other words, every time the traffic is played, all packets

will occur in the exact same sequence with the exact same headers and payloads with perhaps only

the speed of regeneration changed. This can create inadvertent blind-spots as a particular network

application might perform well against a commonly used traffic capture, but poorly against others.

Traffic captures offer a good method for tuning an application to a specific environment [18], but

are less well-suited to evaluating general cases.

Finally, live traffic or traffic captures are not always well suited to evaluating an application.

For example, NIDS evaluation captures like the DARPA data sets [6], defcon capture the flag data

sets [23] and the Army Information Technology and Operations Center (ITOC) data sets [24], as

well as those from live networks, have an incredibly small amount of malicious traffic; less than

1% in this case. Further, the content of the traffic in these data sets does not intersect well with

most rule sets for NIDS. Thus, nearly all packets are processed at optimal speeds and the only way

to see how the IDS operates under pressure is to arbitrarily increase the transmission speed of the

replay. Of course, increasing the transmission speed in this manner only serves to insert more bias
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into the evaluation. Thus, these captures offer no means of evaluating how the NIDS will act under

strain from large numbers of alerts or if many packets nearly match rules.

1.3.2 The Balance Between Utility and Reality

Traffic generators need to mimic certain aspects of live network traffic depending on the ultimate

purpose of the generator. As such, live traffic, or at least the statistical properties of the live traffic,

typically serves as a base for most traffic generators. This is where simulation begins to take hold in

traffic generation. Simulated traffic can overcome many of the privacy issues affecting live network

captures. Further, since traffic generators typically target very specific needs, the simulation can

target only the necessary features of evaluation. In this manner, a traffic generator can adopt,

ad-hoc, simulation techniques to generate certain aspects of traffic and then simply employ either

static, random, or live data to fill in other areas.

Complete simulation of networks often fails in a variety of ways, and has for some time

as evidenced by the work of Paxson and Floyd [29] detailing the problems with simulating the

Internet. However, the ad-hoc approach to simulation used in most traffic generators grants a large

degree of freedom to blend real-traffic with simulation. The exact trade-off depends on the goal

behind the specific traffic generator. For example, a traffic generator like the Security Assessment

Simulation Toolkit [30] can generate traffic in a test-bed network such that the traffic will look as

if it was generated by a large enterprise network. For such a lofty goal, it is necessary that many

aspects of the traffic be simulated. Conversely, a traffic generator like Harpoon [31] attempts only

to create statistically accurate flows between nodes and thus it need only simulate aspects such

as the size of each flow, the packet length distributions, and inter-arrival times. In other words,

depending on the goal of the traffic generator, it may be desirable to sacrifice certain aspects of

reality in order to provide for more exhaustive evaluation.
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1.4 Standard Methods for Traffic Generation

Before examining particular tools it is necessary to understand the three general methods used

to generate traffic. The most popular method for generating traffic is to generate the traffic from

the user-space using either sockets or a particular library that grants low-level access to network

interfaces. This is easiest to program while serving most needs. When speed and timing become

an issue, direct hardware implementations are common. Direct hardware implementations allow

for maximum speed and precision timing, but are often difficult to use, lack adaptability, and can

prove costly. Kernel-level packet generators offer a hybrid approach such that the traffic generator

is closer to the hardware, and thus capable of higher output speeds, while incurring no additional

cost over user-level tools.

The primary motivating factor for using kernel or hardware techniques comes from the need

for high performance in order to evaluate modern networks. A Gigabit Ethernet connection can,

in a worst case, have nearly two and a half million minimum-sized packets (assuming zero length

UDP packets with 8 byte Interframe Gaps) running across the wire. Any network application, a

router for example, must be capable of handling that much traffic. This then motivates the creation

of traffic generators that can create enough traffic to meet these needs. Ultimately, if user-space

traffic generators were capable of meeting any link-speed and maintaining high precision timing

then there would likely exist no hardware or kernel-level traffic generators.

1.4.1 User-space Traffic Generation

The easiest, and most common method for traffic generation is to build the tool in the user space

and take advantage of the socket Application Programmer Interface (API) available for a given

system. Using the socket API it is possible to simply open a TCP or UDP socket to a remote

machine and expect valid protocol behavior as the kernel will take care of all the low-level man-
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agement. This suffices for many traffic generation tools concerned primarily with evaluating a very

specific application. For example, httperf [21] is a traffic generator that can create workload for

a web server by automating multiple “GET” requests to that server. However, normal sockets are

insufficient for creating aberrant or specialized packets. Further, normal sockets restrict the user to

following only the predefined course of the protocols. A way around this is to employ raw sockets.

Raw sockets, if supported by the operating system, allow the user to craft whatever traffic they wish

and dump it to the NIC with limited processing of the packet by the IP stack in the kernel. This

means that the user must handle all processing for the traffic, but also that the user can generate

any kind of traffic.

Libpcap [32] (winpcap for windows [33]) is a popular wrapper to raw sockets that provides

a user with relatively painless access to raw socket programming. While the API is somewhat

cryptic, it is less confusing than working directly with raw sockets. As such, libpcap has become

a de facto standard in network capture, analysis, and generation from the user space and is a

primary component of popular network traffic applications like TCPDump [34], Wireshark [35],

and Snort [14]. In fact, most scripting or programming languages have a wrapper class for libpcap

like PacketX [36] which is an Active X wrapper for libpcap functionality, Net::Pcap [37] which

provides access to libpcap for Perl, and jNetPcap [38] which provides a pcap wrapper for Java to

mention just a few. Libnet [39] is a separate library that extends the functionality of libpcap to

provide a host of tools for processing IP, TCP, and UDP traffic.

From a programming standpoint, user-space traffic generators are the most attractive as

they are relatively easy to debug and there exist a wealth of information demonstrating how to

program at this level. However, this ease-of-use comes at a cost in overhead from kernel-level

stack processing and context shifts. The performance of the primary libraries (raw sockets, libpcap,

and libnet) all perform identically as long as the network link is the bottleneck as is illustrated in
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Figure 1.2: Maximum traffic output by technique.

Figure 1.2(a). These results depict the maximum output rate, in packets per second, by user-space

technique given a stream of 1,000,000 udp packets, all of a set payload size. The results are the

average of five runs, and even with this small number the difference in total packets per second

between each API is less than a tenth of one packet per second. This implies that for fast ethernet

any of these API serve equally well and are likely sufficient for most evaluation needs as the NIC

is the bottleneck, not the CPU.

However, as the network link expands and reaches Gigabit or higher speeds, not only do

the user-space libraries fail to meet link speeds, they also demonstrate the overhead present in

each API. Figure 1.2(b) illustrates the maximum output capability of some user-space, kernel, and

hardware methods for traffic generation. This data was gathered by generating 10,000,000 udp

packets of 16 bytes in length under the particular tool or technique 10 times each and averaging

the results. The transmission speeds exceeded the ability to capture the packets on the receiver (in

most cases), so the timing and transmission counts of the sending machine were used as the primary

factors for calculating the average packets per second for each test. These results are not meant

to provide a definitive evaluation of these techniques as changes in hardware and/or operating
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system will directly impact the results. However, Firgure 1.2(b) does offer a relative comparison

of the magnitude in maximum output capability of the various techniques. In Figure 1.2(b) libpcap

is noticeable the most capable API for transmitting packets in the user-space. A primary factor

distinguishing libpcap from raw sockets is the fact that raw sockets still calculate the Layer 2 and

Layer 3 checksums for the packets while libpcap does not. This most likely accounts for most

of the difference in performance between libpcap and raw sockets. However, the discrepancy

between libnet and the other two user-space API is less clear. Libnet is a wrapper for libpcap,

and it also implements checksum calculations in user-space. These two factors likely account for

most of the disparity in maximum sending rate, though the overall coding of libnet may also be

a culprit. Finally, Figure 1.2(b) clearly demonstrates that on a Gigabit link the API chosen will

impact maximum performance. Further, the figure illustrates that user space implementations are

a long ways from the roughly 2.15 million packets required to meet the link speed. At best, user-

space traffic generators, in these tests, can fill only about 1/6 of a Gigabit link.

1.4.2 Kernel-level Traffic Generation

Kernel-level traffic generators move the traffic generation directly to the kernel in order to improve

maximum output performance. The lack of the context switches necessary to run a user-space

application can improve the overall performance of the traffic generator in terms of maximum

sending rates. However, if the operating system does not have a real-time patch and some method

for maintaining accurate time (i.e. a GPS clock), the timing precision at the kernel is only slightly

better than that from the user-space. Further, kernel programming is more complex than coding

in user-space. As such, only a few traffic generators are written for the kernel. If performance is

of sufficient concern most traffic generators will migrate to hardware where both timing and high

throughput can be maintained. Kernel-level traffic generators are thus more of a “poor man’s”
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attempt at a high-performance traffic generator.

In Figure 1.2(b) RUDE [40] and pktgen [41] are two kernel-level generators used to illus-

trate the maximum performance of utilizing the kernel. The test is the same as described in the

previous section. Uniquely, RUDE performed quite poorly in this test, not even as good as the

user-space API. RUDE maintains sequence numbers and byte counts for each packet and adds this

to the data of each packet so that the client CRUDE [40] can capture the stream and perform some

calculations such as delay, jitter, and bandwidth. This extra overhead likely accounts for some of

the performance issues, but does not answer them all. Conversely, pktgen, which is a linux ker-

nel module, performed as expected exhibiting nearly twice the maximum sending rate of the best

user-space traffic generation. Figure 1.2(b) demonstrates that kernel-level generation can greatly

outperform user-space modules as well as the fact that simply migrating to the kernel does not

guarantee improved performance. Still, even at these speeds, the kernel-level generators only filled

about 1/3 of the Gigabit link.

1.4.3 Hardware Implementation

Almost all high-end, commercial traffic generators come bundled with specialized hardware. There

are many reasons for this. First, hardware implementation, when synced to a GPS clock, offers

the best timing constraints for traffic where timing is an issue. This allows for distributed synchro-

nization of traffic when multiple pieces of hardware are employed. Further, hardware offers the

best platform for generating high workloads. However, the complexity and expense of creating a

hardware-based traffic generator has resulted in very few researchers tackling this kind of project

with the notable exception being the NetFPGA project traffic generator [42]. As such, it is often

difficult to understand exactly what features these high-end traffic generators support aside from

actually purchasing one of the devices and evaluating it.
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The maximum line rate for a Gigabit Ethernet link under the test as evaluated in Fig-

ure 1.2(b) is roughly 2.15 million packets per second. Many commercial hardware traffic gen-

erators boast these speeds however there can be substantial variance in how a traffic generator’s

speed is calculated. For example, the NetFPGA traffic generator [42] is a hardware traffic gen-

erator based on the Virtex II NetFPGA board. The Virtex II board offers four 1 Gigabit Ethernet

ports and a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) so that it can be customized to perform as

a user desires. The NetFPGA traffic generator simply takes a packet capture, reads as much of

the capture that will fit into the buffers on the NetFPGA board and then will cycle through the

uploaded packets sending and resending those packets until it has reached a designated number

of packets sent. Their evaluations boasted complete filling of the Gigabit link. However, their

evaluations used unequal packet sizes and reported Mbps rather than packets per second. We ex-

trapolated based on the data provided in the paper and determined that given their test conditions

they only managed about 1.76 million packets per second. This does not necessarily mean that the

NetFPGA platform cannot meet full link capacity, only that truly saturating a link is difficult even

for hardware platforms. Regardless, the comparison in Figure 1.2(b) is mostly meant to put into

perspective the differences between the various traffic generation techniques.

1.4.4 Distributed Traffic Generation

Another solution to the problem of maximum output is to simply create a distributed architecture.

If enough traffic generators are cobbled together then aggregate traffic can easily meet even very

high link speeds. In essence, this is exactly what occurs in a Distributed Denial of Service attack.

Several traffic generators adopt this very approach like the Distributed Internet Traffic Generator

(D-ITG) [43] and the Security Assessment Simulation Toolkit (SAST) [30]. Of course, distributed

traffic generators are not as attractive as single-box solutions as they require extensive setup, suffer
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from synchronization problems, and also require more resources (i.e. more machines). Still, they

are often cheaper than full hardware solutions.

1.5 A Catalog of Current Network Traffic Generation Tools

Most traffic generators result as a byproduct of unrelated research or business need more so than

as a the subject of research into traffic generation. As such, a large disparity exists amongst the

various tools. Categorizing tools by features becomes somewhat impractical as many tools share a

variety of features and almost all tools have one or two features very specific to a particular task.

Instead, we build categories derived from the overall usage of the tool. Since the success or failure

of most traffic generators depends so heavily on the targeted functions we feel that examining the

level at which the tool functions as the primary factor in describing its usefulness. Thus, we have

created five categories to broadly contain all traffic generators, each category defining the general

level of network communication that the tool creates. As can be seen, each higher-level layer

extends those below and adds simulation features to the mix.

• Packet-level Tools: These represent tools designed to craft very specific packets that may

cause certain boundary conditions in a targeted application (i.e. buffer overflow). The key

aspect of a Packet-level Tool is that it operates at the packet level creating single packets,

even if the tool is capable of creating many such packets. Scripts are used to add further

intelligence or functionality, but the tool alone will only spit out packets based on a set of

parameters.

• Flow-level Tools: Flow-level tools create bursts of packets with a given set of characteristics

from Poisson inter-arrival times to long-tailed packet-length distributions. These flows are

unidirectional, are typically UDP, and are often used in creating large amounts of traffic (i.e.
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Figure 1.3: Simulation features and complexity.

load generators).

• Stream-level Tools: Stream-level tools are similar to Flow-level tools in most respects, ex-

cept that an attempt is made to provide for bi-directional traffic. Further, Stream-level tools

typically include basic user models such as the ubiquitous “think time” pause between bursts.

• Application-level Tools: Application-level Tools preserve all lower level semantics and at-

tempt to add application specific behaviors. The complexity of Application-level Tools is

much greater than lower-level tools as a much greater need of simulation is required.

• System-level Tools: System-level tools attempt to completely recreate networks. Such tools

rely either upon actual infrastructure bound together through some sort of middleware, or

upon heavy simulation to create a synthetic or virtual presence. Such traffic generators may

even have enough intelligence that participants can interact with the system.

1.5.1 Packet Level Traffic Generators

Packet Level traffic generators typically grant users the ability to craft any kind of network packet

they wish whether valid or invalid. These tools are sometimes referred to as packet crafting tools.
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Even though some of these tools can create long bursts of crafted packets, the focus is at the packet

level and any resulting streams are more of an added feature. A good example of this is ipgen [44]

which is an open source tool that employs Raw Sockets to send TCP, UDP, or ICMP packets. It

offers little functionality over designating the size, number, and protocol of packets. While ipgen

does actually create flows, it makes no attempt to maintain any bookkeeping and is ultimately

just sending a large number of single packets without regard for any larger context. Other similar

packet crafting tools include: the Packet Generator [45], a libnet based tool for custom packets;

packETH [46], a tool specializing in crafting Ethernet frames though it can also craft IP packets;

packit [47] a tool that allows for real-time injection of packets; Packet Excalibur [48], a tool that

can both receive and send custom network packets; GSpoof [49], another packet crafting tool

capable of manipulating Ethernet, IP, and TCP headers; the Generator and Analyzer System for

Protocols (GASP) [50], that allows for creating custom packets and scripting how these packets

are utilized; and finally SendIP [51], which allows for the editing of a variety of protocol headers

as well as payloads.

A second class of packet level traffic generators are the work of hackers who want to create

packets that can cause network applications to fail. These tools have since fallen into the realm

of security. Tools like nemesis [52], Scapy [53], hping [54], and IP Sorcery [55] all maintain not

only the ability to craft individual packets, but to also script attacks, enact port scans, and other

such nefarious activities. The IP Stack Integrity Checker (ISIC) [56] is another packet crafting tool

that can be used to test a variety of network conditions. Somewhat differently, ISIC can create

pseudo random packets boasting randomly generated values across various IP fields in order to test

a broader range of circumstances.
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1.5.2 Flow Level Traffic Generators

Flow level traffic generators produce a continuous flow of packets, typically UDP. Efforts are made

to ensure that the flow is correct, but no effort is made to consider any potential response. In other

words, efforts are made to ensure that each packet is well formed, that the general properties of

the flow of packets are correct in timing and packet lengths but there is no attempt to account for

interactions between nodes. The uni-directional nature of UDP makes it a natural choice for flow

level generators. Further, for evaluations concerned primarily with number of packets, inter-arrival

times, or packet length distributions, then flow level generators are the simplest and most effective

tools available. Essentially, for such research it is possible to create two uni-directional flows, each

matching the flow-level statistics for both directions of traffic as might be seen at some point in a

live network.

The Multi-Generator (MGEN) [57] produced by the United States Naval Research Labora-

tory is one of the more robust flow generators. MGEN supports a large amount of scripting which

enables this tool to serve a wide variety of roles. The Poisson Traffic Generator [58] allows for

the creation of a flow of packets such that the inter-arrival times match a Poisson process for some

average rate.

The other common use for Flow Level traffic generators is to fill a link with packets. This

is done for purposes of evaluating bandwidth, delay, and jitter. As such, the timing of generated

packets is crucial as is the ability to send high volumes of traffic. As such, several kernel traffic

generators fill this role. The Real-time UDP Data Emitter (RUDE) and the Collector for the Real-

time UDP Data Emitter (CRUDE) [40] allows for generation of flows to meet very tight timing

constraints. With RUDE running on one node and CRUDE running on another (both in kernel) it

is possible to create high volume streams with accurate timing and garner good measurements of

bandwidth, delay, and jitter on a link. The Kernel-based Traffic Generator (KUTE) [59] is another
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generator like RUDE. It claims to be able to generate higher send rates than RUDE but it is not

well maintained and we were unable to get it to work with modern Linux kernels. Finally, the

Linux kernel module pktgen [41] allows for direct access to the NIC and sending of packets. It is

capable of generating a high volume of traffic, but does not have a ready-made client for capturing

the data.

In user-space, there are dozens of tools that meet this same purpose of bandwidth, delay,

and jitter calculation. Tools like Mtools [60], iperf [15], packgen [61], Netperf [62], which is

specifically designed for emulating bulk data transfers, Jugi’s Traffic Generator [63], which boasts

high precision timers, the Traffic Generator [64], which has a server for logging the results in a

distributed manner, and TFgen [65], which is also capable of sending bursty traffic. Another unique

flow-level tool is mxtraff [66]. In particular it can create TCP and UDP streams to emulate mice

(small, intermittent TCP flows), elephants (large, continuous TCP flows) and dinosaurs (constant

and continuous UDP flows). NetScan Pro [67] offers commercial tools for generating packets for

bandwidth calculations, modifying header and payloads, as well as scripting specific interactions.

1.5.3 Stream Level Traffic Generators

Stream level traffic generators attempt to maintain the interactive behaviors between bi-directional

flows of data. In other words, it attempts to better mimic the query and reply nature of actual com-

munications. Properly generating stream level traffic requires some level of closed-loop network

or distributed environment. In principle, network devices tend to communicate in conversations.

Thus, traffic generation should also occur in terms of communications where both ends of the con-

versation can affect the nature of the communication. Further, enough book-keeping is maintained

such that communications are valid. For example, TCP sequence numbers must be accurately

maintained. In many respects, stream level traffic generators are simply two flow level generators
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that are synchronized. Harpoon [31,68] was one of the first generators to truly embrace the idea of

stream generation. The Distributed Internet Traffic Generator [43] and Netspec [69] are distributed

systems for generating traffic. They offer a synchronized set of flow-level generators that allows

for the emulation of stream-level behaviors. Bookkeeping and management information is passed

through separate data channels requiring two separated networks, one to house the generated traffic

and the other to pass logging and test management information.

1.5.4 Application Level Traffic Generators

Application level traffic generators attempt to create traffic that will affect a particular application.

In many instances, this is simply using given protocols as is exhibited by httpef [21] which simply

connects to a web server and downloads a given web page. Geist [70] is a more advanced tool

for stressing web and e-commerce sites. It offers the ability to finely tune the request process to

meet a variety of traffic statistical properties, thus providing for much more extensive evaluations.

Netcat [71], on the other hand, referred to as the “Swiss Army Knife” of network utilities, offers

a wide variety of simpler network options from scanning systems, to acting as a proxy, to file

transfer. As such, it is often commandeered as a general purpose tool for generating traffic with

servers and can stand in to test not only web servers but nearly any network application. The

Scalable URL Reference Generator (SURGE) [72] is a slightly different twist on generating http

workloads where the size of downloads is considered in creating a distribution of web requests to

match that seen in real life. Finally, Tsung [73] is an advanced tool for evaluating not only web

servers but most major servers. Tsung operates by simulating users. Each user will act at a certain

application layer (i.e. HTTP, MySQL, etc) and with specified behaviors. Traffic is then generated

as multiple users interact with an in-place system.

Some other Application-level traffic generators will actually implement scripted scenarios,
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such as an attack on a system. MACE [22] is a tool to generate malicious traffic employing the

meta-sploit framework. MACE is specifically targeted to NIDS evaluation. Essentially, attacks

are described using the meta-sploit framework. Once an attack is specified, it can be started at

any time. Once triggered the attack can advance through multiple actions and even applications to

accomplish an attack. The end result is realistic attacks. A less sophisticated attack generator is the

blackbox IDS stimulator [74], a tool that uses the rules of a NIDS to generate packets to specifically

trigger alerts in a NIDS. While the blackbox IDS stimulator is less realistic than MACE, it actually

offers a better method for benchmarking NIDS and formulates some of the core of the research in

later sections of this work.

Most commonly though, Application-level traffic generators are simply replay tools that re-

generate traffic from a capture of live traffic. Playback is a very cheap way to emulate application

and even system level behaviors. However, playback has several limitations. First, the generated

traffic is largely fixed to the content of the network capture. Thus the only control over replay

traffic is the rate of speed with which packets are sent. Further, phenomena that exist in the capture

will be replayed in the generated traffic even if there is no reason. This is, more often than not, a

blessing rather than a burden as it allows evaluating a network application under very specific con-

ditions. However, it also limits the usefulness of the traffic for exploring a range of circumstances.

Unfortunately, the true weakness of playback is that it is not responsive. In other words, packets

will always be sent in the recorded order even if the network upon which the traffic is generated

is failing in some ways. Some playback generators attempt to limit this problem by providing

better book-keeping and dividing the data between multiple processes in order to maintain better

responsiveness. Ultimately, playback is a low-effort method for generating a fair approximation

of the state of a network at one point in time. The most popular playback tools are: tcpreplay [3],

bitwist [75], ostinato [76], TCPivo [77], which boasts higher precision timers for greater precision
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in sending, and netsniff-ng [78], which is a suite of tools for capturing and replaying network cap-

tures that is optimized to have zero copying in order to improve playback performance. Swing [79]

is a closed loop replay with the ability to dynamically respond to introduced network behaviors.

Swing also makes use of the emulab framework and thus utilizes strong simulation components.

Further, there are numerous commercial solutions to improve the performance of playback.

NPulse Technologies offers the Hammerhead Packet Capture solution [80], a hardware solution for

capturing and replaying packet captures capable of 20 Gbs. Fluke networks offers the ClearSight

[81] software for traffic analysis, capture, and replay, including the ability to recreate and replay

VOIP and MPEG. Absolute Analysis Investigator [82] is a commercial hardware-based traffic

generator capable of injecting packets at up to 10 Gbs speeds. It is also capable of injecting errors,

analyzing traffic, and other similar functions. Omnicor offers several tools [83–85] to create traffic

for evaluating protocols, reaction to simulated impairments, and to test GPS synchronization and

timing.

1.5.5 System Level Traffic Generators

System level traffic generators are a hybrid of simulator and traffic generator. They employ a large

amount of simulation from creating virtual users and user patterns to virtual, sometimes evern real,

servers. System level generators depend heavily on a hardwired infrastructure as well as the use of

virtualization. The goal of these traffic generators is to recreate a network environment such that

real users viewing this traffic would assume it to be real. To facilitate this, these systems combine

real services with the simulated users. Thus, at some level, real users can actually interact with

the system. One of the first such systems was the Lincoln Adaptive Real-time Information As-

surance Testbed (LARIAT) [86] which was the testbed framework used to develop the 1998 and

1999 DARPA Intrusion Detection Evaluation data sets [6,7]. The Security Assessment Simulation
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Toolkit [30] is a distributed simulation environment employing multiple nodes and network infras-

tructure to recreate entire working networks in a test-bed environment. The Real-time Immersive

Network Simulation Environment for Network Security Exercises (RINSE) [87] attempts to pro-

vide a full simulation environment, similar to SAST, that can demonstrate attacks and which can

respond to user actions. RINSE relies on more simulation than SAST. The Scalable and flexible

WORkload generator for Distributed Data processing systems (SWORD) [88] employs decision

trees to simulate a wide array of communications, including voice. Spirent Test Centers [89] offer

a high-performance infrastructure for testing network scenarios. The packetstorm network em-

ulator [90] and BreakingPoint Systems [91] are commercial, high-performance, hardware tools

from Phoenix Datacom for emulating a variety of network conditions and phenomena. Similar

commercial solutions are ByteBlower [92] and LANforge-Fire and LANforge-Ice [93].
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CHAPTER two

DEFINING THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF NETWORK INTRUSION DETECTION

SYSTEMS

Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) are devices used to detect the presence of anoma-

lous or malicious traffic occurring on a particular network. NIDS employ two general techniques

for segregating traffic: Anomaly Detection or Deep Packet Inspection (DPI). In fact, most modern

NIDS employ both techniques at varying levels. For example, the open-source NIDS Snort [14]

employs anomaly detectors that examine application layer protocol behaviors and alert when a

protocol is abused. However, the primary function of Snort is its rich Deep Packet Inspection en-

gine which examines the payload of each packet and can alert when specified content is identified.

Bro [94] is another NIDS that is capable of a variety of separate analyzers that operate modu-

larly and can alert on packet payload (i.e. DPI) or on behavioral aspects of traffic (i.e. anomaly

detector).

Ultimately, the goal of any Network Intrusion Detection System is to identify network traf-

fic that intends to abuse the system in some manner. Unfortunately, network traffic is anonymous,

nearly any aspect of traffic can be forged, and is either too localized (i.e. a single packet) or too

global (i.e. all traffic). This greatly complicates the process of determining the intent of any traffic.

Since a network can have thousands of communications operating simultaneously, it is a difficult

problem to definitively identify abuses of the system. As a result most NIDS, regardless the detec-

tion method used, merely serve to identify some of the anomalous or malicious traffic present in

the network. In this vein, NIDS really only offer improved situational awareness of the network to

network operators. Adding more detectors of varying levels will increase the view provided by the

NIDS, but will increase the resources required to operate and interpret the NIDS. This increase in
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resources may out-pace the value of the information added. Thus, properly tuning a NIDS to an

environment is a very important aspect of NIDS management and is one of the motivating factors

of this work as well as the work of Dreger et al. [95], Sommers et al. [18,31], and Becchi et al. [96].

2.1 Anomaly Detectors

Anomaly detection employs some metric of traffic, like the total number of packets passing through

a particular node, and performs some algorithm on this metric to arrive at a decision as to the

intent of a particular subset of traffic. Qu et al. [97] described several layers of measurements

with which to describe network traffic for anomaly detection. They start with measurements such

as the number of incoming Protocol Data Units (PDU), number of outgoing PDUs, ARP request

rate, and the invocation rate. They further propose applying similar ideas of incoming and outgoing

PDU to applications like email services to detect a sudden increase in emails. Similarly, Lakhina et

al. [11] employ Principle Components Analysis (PCA) on packet counts across distributed nodes in

a wide area network. PCA provides the ability to drill down, iteratively, through the most common

subspaces of traffic to arrive at the rarer subspaces. Their observations demonstrated that normal

network traffic has relatively low dimensionality. In other words, common network traffic falls into

the first four subspaces when applying PCA. Thus, any phenomena occurring below the first four

subspaces might be considered anomalous. Ultimately, an anomaly detector employs one or many

such metrics and then some sort of filtering or aggregating algorithm to exacerbate anomalous

traffic in order to make it easier to spot. Finally, all anomaly detectors must employ some kind of

threshold where the line is drawn between the normal and the abnormal.

There are a wide range of anomaly detectors from the detection of P2P networks [13]

to defending against Distributed Denial of Service attacks [98]. The primary advantage of most

Anomaly Detectors is that they can adapt to changing conditions. This adaptation occurs either as
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a bi-product of the algorithm used or as a specified learning process. Unfortunately, thresholds are

never perfect and all anomaly detectors incur some level of error such that either non-anomalous

events are classified as anomalous or vice versa. Further, Barreno et al. [99] have shown that

anomaly detectors that employ machine learning can be trained in a manner opposite the goals

of the detector. As such, there exists, as yet, no single anomaly detector capable of securely and

accurately identifying all anomalies or abuses.

Generating traffic to evaluate anomaly detectors is something that can be handled with most

current traffic generation tools. Since most Anomaly Detectors look only at packets as a whole, or

just values within the headers of the packets, employing currently available traffic generation tools

is sufficient to evaluating most Anomaly Detectors. Further, since Anomaly Detectors primarily

rely on the aggregate statistics of traffic then it is possible to work with just the packet headers from

live captures, or even just the statistics, to create traffic that will statistically approximate real-world

conditions and provide a good idea as to the actual usefulness of a particular Anomaly Detector.

Essentially, there exist many methods for generating traffic to effectively evaluate Anomaly Detec-

tors. The same, however, cannot be said for Deep Packet Inspection engines.

2.2 Deep Packet Inspectors

Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is composed of two primary elements: a matching engine and a

rule set. The matching engine organizes the rules, such that only applicable rules are matched

against any given packet. For NIDS, this organization, or categorization, is most often performed

by grouping rules by the Internet Protocol (IP) flow-level quintuple (Protocol, Source IP address,

Destination IP, Source Port, and Destination Port). Thus, each rule not only specifies certain bit

strings that must match, but also specifies flow-level features such as destination port and IP Proto-

col. During operation, the matching engine scans the entire payload of each packet in some traffic
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stream and compares that content to all applicable rules. If no matches are found then the packet

is considered benign. If one or many matches are found then one or more alerts are logged and

potential additional actions taken.

The primary advantage of DPI is that it makes a binary decision without need of any thresh-

old. A packet either matches one or many rules or it does not. In this manner it is possible to

specify detailed parameters defining a particular signature in order to target very particular traffic.

This strength is also a weakness of DPI in that poorly specified signatures will flag traffic that is not

malicious or anomalous. Further, DPI is burdened by its signature set in two ways. First, if some

malicious traffic has no rule within the signature set, then there is no means by which that traffic

might be detected. Secondly, if a rule set is quite large then it can become a burden in resources

and degrade the performance of the matching.

2.3 NIDS in the Real World

In perfect situations, the DPI engines and Anomaly Detectors will boast extremely high accuracy

in identifying malicious and anomalous traffic. Unfortunately, in the “Real World”, to gain a broad

picture of the state of the network a NIDS must employ multiple engines. DPI engines are good

at catching known exploits while Anomaly Detectors are good for identifying potentially new

exploits. Thus, a holistic defense requires running several detectors including at least one DPI

engine on network traffic. However, as illustrated by Dreger et al. [95] the load on a NIDS grows

linearly with the number of detectors. Thus, it is necessary that a NIDS be properly evaluated

in order to identify optimal operating parameters. As mentioned earlier, many of the currently

available traffic generators are sufficient to evaluate Anomaly Detectors. However, for DPI there

exists no specific tool that can adequately perform this task as will be further outlined in this

chapter.
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2.4 Common Metrics for Intrusion Detection Systems

There exist three primary metrics employed when evaluating NIDS. These metrics are the False

Positive rate, the False Negative rate, and the throughput of the system. Some other commonly

used metrics will employ the CPU usage of the NIDS hardware to demonstrate the amount of

effort required to process traffic and even the time to update, train, or run a particular detector.

However, these metrics derive more from Anomaly Detection than DPI. As such, the terms do not

necessarily capture the full nuances of the different detection mechanisms. Thus, we detail the

merits and demerits of these metrics.

2.4.1 False Positives

A false positive occurs when the NIDS alerts on traffic that is neither malicious nor anomalous.

For Anomaly Detectors this occurs either through natural network phenomenon that closely mimics

behaviors in anomalous traffic or due to overly stringent thresholds. As such, false positives are a

significant factor for deciding on the suitability of a particular Anomaly Detector as large numbers

of false positives can hide true positives in a sea of noise and greatly reduce the efficiency of the

NIDS overall. However, for DPI technically there are no false positives. If a packet matches a rule

in the signature database then the DPI engine must alert on that packet. Thus, the cause of false

positives is the rule set of the DPI, not the DPI engine itself. This may seem a trivial distinction, but

it has a couple significant implications. First, it illustrates that DPI engines are heavily influenced

by the inputs (i.e. the rule set and the payload of the traffic). This implies that lack of false

positives really offers very little evidence as to the quality of DPI. In other words, lack of false

positives could be the result of a poor rule set, not due to any efficiency in matching. Second, a

false positive is a similar burden to DPI as a full alert. Since DPI engines examine every packet,

and since the overhead in processing a packet that causes an alert is vastly greater than packets that
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match no rules, false positives inhibit DPI greater than most Anomaly Detectors. Finally, most

DPI engines produce many duplicate alerts since each individual packet is examined (i.e. an alert

is produced for each packet). As such, a DPI engine has the potential to produce far more false

positives than an Anomaly Detector. Various off-line alert processing tools and research exist to

reduce the impact of such duplicate processing, but overall DPI engines are prone to generating

large lists of alerts with many duplicate alerts.

Ultimately, this implies that treating false positives the same for DPI as Anomaly Detec-

tors is not necessarily practical. First, tuning an Anomaly Detector simply requires adjusting a

threshold or applying more filters. Tuning a DPI engine requires rewriting the rules in the rules

database which is a difficult problem by itself. Certain automatic signature generation techniques

like those employed in the automatic worm signature generators Earlybird [100], Hamsa [101], and

Polygraph [102] offer techniques for automatically building signatures less prone to false positives.

However, the evaluation of the rule set occurs separate from the evaluation of the DPI engine. After

all, the DPI engine must be able to match any rule to a potential packet. Essentially, for DPI false

positives are demerits on the rule set, while the ability to process packets is the more important

feature of the DPI engine.

2.4.2 False Negatives

A false negative occurs when malicious traffic passes the system without generating an alert. For

Anomaly Detectors this typically means that the anomalous traffic was too close to other traffic

and not distinguishable beyond the threshold. For DPI, this can result in two ways. First, if no

signature exists for a malicious packet, then DPI cannot detect that packet. Secondly, if the DPI

engine does not have sufficient resources then as the volume of traffic increases the DPI engine

will become overloaded. In this instance, some packets will be dropped from evaluation and by-
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pass the system which can result in malicious packets circumventing the DPI. Such behavior is

common to network devices and represents queue exhaustion where no space exists in the queue

to accommodate arriving packets (i.e. drop-tail queue). Certain attacks such as the algorithmic

complexity attack by Smith et al [103] make use of this feature to harm DPI engines. Essentially,

the algorithmic complexity attack creates packets that target specific rules of the target DPI engine.

The goal is to make the processing of these crafted packets cause the DPI engine to exert exponen-

tially more effort to arrive at a decision. Since NIDS are designed to passively monitor networks a

discarded packet is not removed from the network but only from evaluation by the NIDS. Thus, an

attacker can sandwich an actual attack between load causing packets. As the DPI engine becomes

overburdened, it is likely that the actual attack packets will be dropped from evaluation and pass

into the system unnoticed. Regardless, both cases represent examples of False Negatives. The

former case depends entirely on the rule set and is only indirectly considered in this research as

signature generation is its own complete avenue of research. The latter case, however, depends on

the ability of the NIDS to process traffic, which is a primary quantity for evaluating NIDS.

Once again, False Negatives have a slightly different connotation for DPI engines over

Anomaly Detectors. First, a false negative represents a failure of an Anomaly Detector similar to

a false positive. While, once again, the false negative is typically a symptom of the rule set for a

DPI engine. However, when a DPI engine becomes resource starved and begins dropping packets,

then the idea of false negatives becomes a question of throughput.

2.4.3 Throughput

Throughput represents the maximum amount of traffic that the DPI engine or Anomaly Detector

can handle and still function accurately. For Anomaly Detectors, this metric is often overlooked.

The reason is that many Anomaly Detectors make use of simple counters and do not require a lot
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of per-packet processing. Further, these Anomaly Detectors typically employ aggregate statistics

and thus are not overly concerned with single packets. DPI engines, however, must process each

packet in relative isolation resulting not only in a large amount of redundant effort, but also a

large amount of effort per packet. Thus, the primary question of throughput for most Anomaly

Detectors is whether or not the anomaly detection algorithm can execute in sufficient time to react

to the traffic. For DPI engines each packet must be matched, in order, as quickly as possible.

Failure to match at the arrival rate of packets will constrain the proper function of the DPI engine.

Finally, the term throughput is often under-defined for DPI engines. As has been mentioned, the

inputs to a DPI engine are of paramount importance. Throughput measured under one set of inputs

may have no correlation to throughput measured under another set of inputs. Thus, it is necessary

to have a clear method for systematic evaluation of DPI.

2.4.4 Mean Decision Time

In order to properly account for the concerns noted earlier, it is necessary to apply a more holistic

metric to DPI engine evaluation. For ease, from here forward all reference to NIDS imply DPI

engines specifically unless otherwise stated. To achieve this, we propose the metric of Mean Deci-

sion Time. The efficiency of a NIDS follows closely to Little’s Law as applied to queuing theory.

Essentially, Little’s Law is a basic accounting function such that NQ = λW where NQ indicates

the number of packets waiting in a queue, λ the average arrival rate of new packets to the system,

and W the wait time in the system. Ignoring the fact that Little’s law assumes infinite queues, it

is evident that as λ, W , or both increase, so too does NQ. For NIDS, which are governed by finite

queues, this implies that packets are dropped from the system if they arrive while NQ has reached

some threshold. Thus, the measurable performance of a NIDS is directly related to the amount of

time it takes to examine a packet as well as the properties of the arrival rate of packets. The impact
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of the arrival rate on network devices has been well studied and will not be examined here. The

time to process a packet, however, is independent of the arrival rate and depends largely on the

content of a given packet.

If the content of the packet is closely related to one or many rules then it will take longer

for the IDS to make a decision. On the other hand, if the content of the packet holds little or no

intersection with the rule set then the NIDS can shallowly process each packet and quickly arrive

at a decision. Essentially, as traffic content intersects to greater depths with the rule-set, then the

time to process each packet increases. As the processing for each packet increases then so too

does the wait time which causes the queue to grow along with the likelihood of packet drop and

the chance for False Negatives. Since the arrival rate is largely outside the control of the NIDS,

this processing time serves as the primary indicator of growing or falling wait times and ultimately

the performance of the NIDS. We term this processing time the Mean Decision Time (MDT) and

figure it as the average amount of time required for the NIDS to process a packet and arrive at a

decision: malicious or benign.

The primary focus of Chapter 4 is creating content in traffic such that it becomes possible

to witness trends in MDT even when alerts are not generated by the targeted NIDS. In fact, attacks

on NIDS, like the algorithm complexity attack by Smith et al. [103], are a perfect example of

increasing the MDT of NIDS beyond acceptable parameters such that the NIDS is rendered useless.

As such, true evaluation of NIDS requires an examination of the MDT. Under such evaluation it

becomes possible to specifically identify failures in the DPI, or potential rules that cause too much

effort.
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2.5 Effectively Evaluating Deep Packet Inspection Systems

Unfortunately, current evaluation methodologies for NIDS do not sufficiently account for the fac-

tors that impact the MDT of NIDS. Replaying traffic captures from a proprietary network, or from

a publicly available repository [6, 23, 24], with a tool such as tcpreplay [3] or some other network

playback tool is a common tactic. The problem with this approach is that it rarely offers a good

view of the MDT for the NIDS. Most captures like [6, 23, 24] and those from live networks have

an incredibly small amount of malicious traffic. To illustrate, we examined four distinct data sets

to identify trends of malicious traffic. The data sets are spaced across a period of ten years and

offer a view of attack trends both within each data set as well as global trends across data sets and

time. The first data set we employed consisted of the first 7 weeks of the 1998 DARPA data set,

as provided by Lincoln Laboratories [6]. Our second data set was collected locally at the Network

Research Laboratory at Washington State University where it listened at the gateway between the

lab and the University network. This data set comprises full-day captures across four weeks be-

ginning in February 2008 and extending into March 2008. The third and fourth data sets were

taken from the Defcon 11 and Defcon 17 Capture the Flag events respectively [23]. In all, the

data comprised roughly 31 GB and is detailed in Table 2.1. The data was collected by running

Snort [14] against the data sets in off-line mode and aggregating the results. The rule-set was

the registered-users public rule-set as provided by the Sourcefire Vulnerability Research Team for

November ninth 2009 [104]. As can be seen from the table, the number of alerts compared to the

amount of total traffic is quite small, .0827% of the total, even amongst these relatively attack-rich

captures.

More significant, the content of most live captures does not intersect well with most rule

sets. Thus, nearly all packets are processed at optimal speeds and the only way to strain the NIDS

is to arbitrarily increase the transmission speed of the replay. Of course, increasing the transmis-
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Table 2.1: Breakdown of common NIDS evaluation data sets.

Data Set DARPA WSU—NRL Defcon 17 Defcon 11 Totals

Total Packets 41,323,968 30,588,839 39,034,601 1,307,975 112,255,383

Total Flows 4,263,540 265,492 5,015,713 189,006 9,733,751

Total Alerts 86,183 307 89 6,345 92,924

Flows with Alerts 5,202 249 76 2,562 8,089

sion speed in this manner only serves to insert more bias into the evaluation and still results in

overly optimistic views as the MDT remains unchanged, only the arrival rate is being manipulated.

Finally, as discussed earlier, live captures require scrubbing in order to arrive at a ground truth, if

such can be attained, and after such scrubbing may no longer contain any interesting phenomena.

Other techniques of evaluation have employed NIDS stimulators, like [74], which can ar-

bitrarily inject malicious packets into a traffic stream. While such stimulators serve as necessary

tools for creating quantifiable malicious traffic, they only provide evaluation of the extremes: be-

nign or malicious. Using a set of tools such as MACE and Harpoon together [22, 31, 68] offers

the ability to generate background traffic targeted to some environment and malicious traffic that

extends beyond simple stimulus packets. However, this system still does not provide a framework

for systematically evaluating the MDT of the NIDS. Further, traffic trends and patterns tend to

evolve and thus a traffic capture at one point in time may prove utterly inadequate for evaluating

NIDS. Finally, traffic may fit a NIDS rule set without ever triggering, or entering, entire sections of

the NIDS code or rules in the rule set. Conversely, traffic may also have no intersection with traf-

fic, thus allowing the NIDS to operate at maximum efficiency. Essentially, the composition of the

traffic and the rule set will determine the performance of the NIDS and if either is not considered

in the evaluation then there exists the potential for considerable bias in the results of the evaluation.

A final tactic is to employ completely synthesized traffic such as that generated by NESSI
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[105], ns-2 [106], or ns-3 [107]. Such simulators are very capable at simulating network conditions

and phenomena, but lack functionality for generating payloads in any systematic way. Thus the

same problems still remain in that most packets will fall either into the benign category or malicious

category with very little intersection, in general, between the content of the packets and the rule

set. Further, generating content synthetically creates either very simple traffic (i.e. random or

static characters), or pulls content from a sample set that can require extensive labor and is prone

to misrepresentation.

Some research has attempted to address this deficiency. Dreger et al. [95] demonstrated

that NIDS resource usage climbs linearly with the number of detectors employed. Essentially, if

the NIDS employs multiple, pipelined, detectors then the more detectors added, the greater the

MDT and memory required to match each packet. A detector in this instance is a particular traf-

fic analyzer that examines a specific set of conditions and alerts within tightly defined parameters

as is demonstrated in the publicly available NIDS Bro [94]. In other work, Vishwanath et al. [2]

illustrated how the generation of background traffic can have significant impact on network appli-

cations. Sommers et al. [18] also demonstrated how high mixes of malicious traffic can severely

impact the function of a NIDS. However, these works have yet to arrive at a model that can fully

explore the impact of traffic composition upon NIDS, a feat we attempt in the following chapters..
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CHAPTER three

CONTENT GENERATION FOR DEEP PACKET INSPECTION

3.1 The Impact of Rule Sets, Packet Payloads and Background Traffic

As has been mentioned earlier, the inputs to a NIDS are comprised of a rule set on one hand and the

traffic to be evaluated on the other. The exact composition of either of these can have significant

impact on the efficiency of the NIDS. For example, a rule set filled with many overly broad rules

will alert on any packet seen in traffic and thus rapidly become resource starved. Conversely,

a NIDS with an overly restrictive rule-set may prove incapable of finding any malicious traffic

but will at least be capable of doing so near line speed. Similarly, the traffic into the system

can be manipulated to cause greater load on the NIDS such as demonstrated in the Algorithmic

Complexity Attack [103] where time consuming regular expressions in a NIDS rule set are targeted

to over-exert the system.

In order to properly evaluate modern NIDS, in particular, it is necessary to understand the

relationship between the rule and the traffic. Figure 3.1 illustrates the three ways in which traffic

and rule set will interact. In Figure 3.1(a) there is no intersection between traffic and the rule set.

This implies perfectly neutral traffic (possibly random characters). As such, the expectation is that

a NIDS will operate at maximum efficiency. In Figure 3.1(c) all of the traffic intersects with the

rule set. This represents a worst case scenario where all traffic will cause an alert, defeating most

or all pre-filters employed by the NIDS to enhance average case performance. In this case, the

expectation is that the NIDS will operate at its lowest efficiency, though that may not necessarily

be the case if the traffic is only hitting an easily identifiable pattern. Finally, Figure 3.1(b) illustrates

the idea that some of the traffic will intersect to some degree with some of the rules. In other words,
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(a) No intersection between rule set

and payload.

Rule Set Payload

(b) Partial intersection between

rule set and payload.

Payload
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(c) Full intersection

between rule set and
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of intersection between payload and rule set.

there will be some alerts, and some searches deeper into the matching automata, but the magnitude

depends on the amount of overlap. This represents the most likely operating condition for a NIDS

but also the least understood of the three methods. Essentially, there are infinite number of ways

that content in traffic can match content in the rules.

For example, most NIDS employ some form of automata for efficient pattern matching.

The rule set is compiled into one of these large automata and the payload for each packet used as

an input. Each character in the payload serves as an input symbol and can cause the current state

to move within the automata. If the traffic is such that the current state is constantly moved back

to the beginning of the automata, then it can be said that such traffic is neutral. This is because in

operation the matching automata will likely be capable of caching all commonly reached states in

cache and will operate without any cache misses (i.e. at maximum rate). This is essentially what is

illustrated in Figure 3.1(a). However, as some packets cause the matching to move deeper into the

automata, the previous sentiment does not hold. Thus, as the intersection between the rules and the

traffic increases, so too does the effort required by the NIDS to reach a decision; even if that traffic

does not cause alerts to the system. This is one of the primary principles motivating the Mean

Decision Time metric. In other words, as the walks through the matching automata become more

random and move deeper into the automata then more system resources are required to maintain

the matching and ultimately the matching processes slows.
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To better illustrate this matching process, we provide Figure 3.2. This Figure illustrates

the basic structure of the typical matching finite automata. The automata is represented as a tree

where each node deeper in the tree is further from the root, or initial state. First, it should be

noted that the structure is quite uneven. This stems from the fact that some match strings are quite

long. Second, there is a large density of states close to the root. This represents all the initial

character combinations for the match strings. We should note that in an actual finite automata it

may be possible that a transition will move to a state at the same level. Regardless, Figure 3.2(a)

represents the finite automata at the start of a matching. In Figure 3.2(b) a character is matched

and the state is moved deeper into the finite automata. In Figure 3.2(c) another state is matched,

and we move yet deeper into the finite automata. However, the next input results in no match, and

returns the matching state back to a shallower state as is illustrated in Figure 3.2(d). In fact normal

traffic will typically exist in the first couple of tiers of the finite automata as most match strings are

purposely designed not to be common patterns. Thus, as is illustrated in Figure 3.3, the matching

engine typically only examines states in the very shallow tiers. This means that most states can

be contained in cache memory and thus matching can occur at maximum efficiency. However,

if it becomes possible to push deeper into the finite automata, as first demonstrated by Becchi

et al. [96], then it is possible to push past this optimal processing and examine the behaviors of

matching across a more clearly defined input.

In order to effectively benchmark a NIDS, it is necessary to generate traffic that can system-

atically examine the behavior of the NIDS under varying levels of intersection between the traffic

and the rule set. Current methodologies can account for the extremes of this type of behavior,

but offer little aid in examining this middle-ground of increasing intersection. Essentially, current

techniques use either neutral, or largely neutral background traffic into which is injected known

malicious attacks. This type of testing methodology is much more relevant to anomaly detection
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(a) Typical rule-set Finite Automata. (b) Match to next deeper state.

(c) Match to next deeper state. (d) Matching fails to go deeper, return to shal-

lower tier.

Figure 3.2: Typical Finite Automata Matching.
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Figure 3.3: Typical matching only reaches a small subset of states.
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systems and does not account for the need to create inputs that will more effectively explore the

matching finite automata. Thus, in Chapter 4 we outline our method for addressing the effective

benchmarking of NIDS.

However, benchmarking of NIDS is not sufficient for evaluation. NIDS must still be tuned

to target environments. Common evaluation techniques use live traffic captures to accomplish this.

However, there are a large number of issues with directly using live network packet captures from

the lack of ability to vary parameters of traffic to the potential privacy and security issues involved.

Thus not only must there exist a means to generate traffic with content that is capable of meeting

the needs of NIDS as an application, but there must also exist a means for making traffic that

can serve as realistic background noise. In order for content to adequately support a background

simulation a content generative model must meet several constraints.

1. Appropriateness: Content should approximate that seen on a targeted network, at least in

general distributions and context.

2. Variability: Any model must allow for perturbations to the content to explore potentials

beyond the evidence provided from a targeted environment.

3. Privacy: Any model should protect user privacy and, where possible, not propagate user-

specific sensitive data.

By addressing these points, it becomes possible to create traffic that will approach that

seen on a particular network. Further, using a content-generative model over static replay can

serve to both foster the ability to vary the traffic and maintain better privacy for users. We present

ContextNet and a content-generative model in Chapter 5 to provide for this type of traffic. Finally,

we explore implementation concerns for both approaches in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER four

CONTENT GENERATION FOR BENCHMARKING INTRUSION DETECTION

SYSTEMS

Most traffic models consider raw packet counts and/or the inter-arrival times between pack-

ets with little thought to the payload of packets beyond whether or not the packet is designed to

generate an alert in the system. Since NIDS are primarily tasked with identifying outliers, back-

ground traffic serves as the primary contributing factor in determining the overall performance of

the NIDS. Unfortunately, aside from the presence or absence of alert-causing packets, current eval-

uation models offer no method for examining the potential intersection of traffic content to the rule

set.

The primary contribution of this chapter is a content simulation model, loosely based on

the work by Becchi et al. [96]. In this model, content is stochastically generated dependent on

randomly selected rules within the rule set. The generated content will match a portion, or all, of a

signature dependent on the selected parameters. The result is content that will intersect at varying

levels with the rules of the NIDS. The Mean Decision Time (MDT) is utilized as the primary

indicator of NIDS efficiency in matching. The MDT serves as a good indicator of performance

as it provides a measure of how much processing the NIDS must exert to arrive at a decision.

By monitoring the MDT, it becomes possible to gauge how efficiently the NIDS is processing

packets and infer the overall performance of the NIDS. The end-result is an effective methodology

for eliciting a NIDS ability to handle a spectrum of conditions from tranquil to pathological and

everything in-between.
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4.1 Stochastically Generating Content for Benchmarking NIDS

In order to explore the efficiency of a NIDS it is necessary to generate traffic that can impact the

MDT. This requires an understanding of how each packet, as an input to the NIDS, can cause

that NIDS to work harder. A packet is comprised of two pieces: a header and a payload. As

mentioned in Chapter 2 the NIDS typically divides the rule set by header, using the header to

reduce the number of possible rules to match against any packet. The more rules that must match

against a packet, the greater the potential effort that the NIDS must exert as it navigates a larger

data structure to identify the most applicable rules. The payload directly relates to the processing

of the NIDS. The closer the content is to one or many rules in the rule set, the more effort for

the NIDS to track multiple potential match paths through the matching automata or data structure

as illustrated in Chapter 3.1. Finally, it is obvious that as the number of packets that cause more

processing by the NIDS grows, so too will the MDT. These three factors represent the primary

input into the NIDS and thus comprise the primary factors that can impact MDT. From this, we

build our content simulation model for traffic using three parameters:

• Frequency: Relative ratio of packets containing content overlapping with rule set. Essen-

tially, the overall percentage of packets that may intersect with a given rule set. Obviously,

as this ratio grows so too should MDT.

• Depth: Depth of intersection for content with the rule set. The deeper content intersects with

a rule the longer the NIDS must maintain state and the more potential effort required.

• Density: The number of rules against which the content must be matched. Navigating large

data structures of rules can prove time consuming to identify those specific rules that apply

to a packet.
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This content simulation model works in the following manner. Given a series of packets

derived from synthetic traffic, a traffic capture, or a live network, for every payload bearing packet,

with probability Frequency that packet is chosen for the insertion of intersecting content and with

probability 1 − Frequency that packet is left unchanged for some value of Frequency between 0

and 1. Packets that have their content changed select a rule from all possible rules categorized by

the packet’s header values. This may mean only a single rule in some instances. New content is

then generated in the following manner. First, a new buffer is created of a size exactly equal to

the content length of the current packet. The first character from the selected rule is added to the

beginning of this new buffer. Next, a random walk through the rule automata is made similar to the

work by Becchi et al. [96]. Essentially, with probability Depth the next character from the currently

selected rule is concatenated to the buffer and with probability 1 − Depth a new rule is chosen

and the first character from that rule is concatenated to the buffer. This process continues until the

buffer is filled. Thus, the buffer will contain a series of partial, and potentially full, matches with

rules in the signature database—the exact level of matching dependent on the value for Depth. The

content of the packet is then overwritten with the contents of the buffer ensuring that the packet

will match one or more rules to varying depths. Figure 4.1 illustrates the basic flow of this process.

4.2 Defining Base Content

One of the primary benefits of this approach is that an existing packet capture can be used as the

basis for this traffic. This implies that any model capable of creating a valid series of packets can

be used to create the basis on top of which this model is applied. This offers several advantages.

First, it allows for side-by-side comparison. For example, a live capture of traffic can serve as a

base, and then increasing levels of intersection can be inserted into the capture and the behavior

of the NIDS monitored. Secondly, it means that multiple other simulations models concerning
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Figure 4.1: General process of generating content intersecting with a NIDS rule set.
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packet counts or lengths may be employed in concert with this model. This is important as the

flow-level quintuple typically determines the total number of rules applied to a packet. However,

real life content is not well-suited to benchmarking as randomly overwriting packets can change

the base behavior of how the series of packets impacts the NIDS. Further, real content can suffer

from privacy issues. Finally, from an implementation view it is simply a good idea to have some

“neutral” content that can be assured to have little impact on the NIDS. Randomized packet content

offers the most attractive method for creating this kind of base packet payloads.

Simply overwriting traffic with random characters will eliminate any existing content and

serves to remove circumstantial idiosyncrasies from the traffic as well as reduce the probability of

intersecting content with the rule set. We posit that completely random content offers the most

“neutral” content available. The reason for this is simple. Given a set of three characters, a, b, and

c the probability that any one of these characters follows another character is simply 1/3 assuming

an independent equal distribution. However, since most rule sets target specific languages (human

or machine) the distribution of characters in traffic is not equal, nor is it independent. Thus, after

a the character b might be twice as likely to occur over c. As the string of characters grows longer,

the chance that random content will match to actual language patterns drops significantly with

each new character added. As a result, the probability of a randomly generated string of characters

creating long strings that match to actual languages is quite low. In fact in order to successfully

generate strings that emulate natural languages it becomes necessary to employ a Markov chain

dependent on the distributions of character sequences not single characters. As such, random

characters offer a simple, yet effective, means of creating anonymous content that will offer a

NIDS near best-case processing. The near best-case processing is a result of the fact that the

content strings are unlikely to match patterns in the rule set thus the NIDS will continually traverse

only the shallow regions of the matching finite automata. Further, random characters are superior
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Figure 4.2: Impact of payload intersection with Rule set on NIDS performance.

to using a single static character as they more closely model the unpredictability of characters

within a language; at least more closely than a single repeated character. We have seen this in our

investigations as traffic with randomly generated content cause a slightly higher MDT than traffic

with strictly static characters (i.e. content replaced with a single, uniform character). Further,

traffic with randomly generated content more closely aligned with the MDT behavior of actual

traffic that contains no intersection with the rule set—at least in our empirical observations.

A final issue with the base file is the impact of packet size. Packet size can influence

the MDT. This impact is negligible in “neutral” content but can prove significant in matching

or partially matching content. Fixing the packet size can serve to make the impact of partially

matching content more clear and offer a good base test. Employing realistic packet distributions

offers evaluation which may demonstrate slightly more variation but which will illustrate more

realistic conditions. It is necessary for the evaluator to decide which serves the test goals better.
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4.3 Accounting for the Rule Set

The Density parameter determines the number of rules applied against any packet. As such, it can

have a huge impact on the MDT as illustrated in Figure 4.2(b). In this figure, it is evident that as

the number of rules applied to a packet increases so too does the average MDT for the traffic. In

fact, even just a small percentage of packets hitting a large number of rules can increase the MDT

six to seven times normal.

The Density parameter operates differently than Frequency or Depth, yet it is still quite

simple. First, we note that for any rule set there is an inherent distribution of rules as is illustrated

in Figure 4.3. This Figure displays the maximum number of rules, as categorized by IP flow-level

quintuples for the Sourcefire Vulnerability Research Teams (VRT) Snort rule set for September 15,

2010 [104], that might apply to a packet. We posit that randomly selecting a rule from the rule

set will follow the distribution imposed upon the rule set by the data structure used by the NIDS.

Thus, in most cases the Density parameter is inherent in the rule set employed, at least if traffic

is pulled from randomly selecting rules from the rule set. However, this can be modified to meet

specific evaluation needs in two primary ways. First, a live capture can be used to derive the basic
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structure of the network traffic. In other words, the live capture will define all of the IP flows. In

this instance, the choice of rules is no longer equal across all possible rule choices in the rule set,

but is defined by the traffic exhibited in the traffic capture. This could potentially skew simulated

content to originate from a reduced set of rules. However, since those rules more closely match

specific traffic patterns, this allows the content simulation to demonstrate a good value of ranges

that might be expected under normal operation for some target environment. A second method is

to simply inject entire streams of packets into traffic dependent entirely on the rule set. This is

similar to the approach employed by default with one exception in that emphasis can be placed on

specific regions of the rule-set. This allows evaluation of the rule set overall and can help identify

inefficient rules.

As a simple example, imagine a NIDS with a rule set containing two string signatures:

“match one” and “match two”. A NIDS evaluator wishes to generate a test that will evaluate

varying degrees of intersection with this rule set. The evaluator has a packet capture gathered from

the targeted network which has 10 packets. The evaluator wishes to see first how the NIDS is

impacted by increasing frequency of content intersecting packets. Thus, he creates a new packet

capture employing our algorithm, with the original capture and rule set as inputs, and Frequency

set at .1 and Depth fixed at .5. The algorithm reads each packet in the original packet capture and

randomly choses a number between 0 and 1. On the fifth packet, the value randomly chosen comes

in at .053 and this packet is set for modification. Once a packet is set for modification, a rule is

randomly chosen from the rule set. Since there are only two rules in this rule set, and since they

are equally likely (i.e. there are no constraints on what packets might compare against one over

the other) then there is an equal chance that either is chosen. For this example, the second string

is chosen first. Now the algorithm starts building a new content string for the packet. Given that

rule two is chosen, the first character of this rule is added to the new content string. Following
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that Depth is .5, every time a random number is selected that is less than or equal to .5 then the

next character in the match string is added to the new content string. In this example, the first

four randomly chosen values are .3, .21, .08, .76, and thus the initial string becomes “match”.

However, the payload of the chosen packet is twenty characters long, so the algorithm repeats until

that length is met, ultimately resulting in a content string of: “matchmamatchmatch om”. This

new content string then replaces the content for that packet in the newly generated packet capture.

True to the .1 value for Frequency only one such packet is changed in the newly generated packet

capture. However, the evaluator wishes to make a battery of tests and thus creates multiple files

spanning Frequency values between .1 and .9. The evaluator could further change the values for

Depth to see how increased intersection of content also impacts the NIDS. Essentially, under this

Content Generation model, it becomes possible to incrementally manipulate the MDT of the NIDS

and examine how it behaves at a variety of levels.

4.4 Evaluating the Benchmarking Model

We evaluate our traffic generation model using the NIDS Snort [14]. We begin the evaluation

using 1661 synthetically generated rules representing flow-level quintuple groupings of: 1 rule, 10

rules, 50 rules, 100 rules, 500 rules, and 1000 rules respectively. Synthetic rules were chosen as

a logical starting place in order to focus on the basic MDT behaviors for Snort. Each rule was

built in the following manner. First, a unique IP flow-level quintuple was defined for all rules in

a grouping. Next, an initial match string was chosen for all rules in a group. This is done purely

for the Snort Fast Packet Processing which performs an initial match against the longest content

match of all possible rules based on flow-level features in order to build the actual set of rules used

in the ultimate matching of the packet. By synthetically fixing a match string we can examine

how Snort handles larger sets of rules in the final matching. Next, we added a randomly chosen
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content match string for each rule, and then finally a randomly generated regular expression for

each rule. Thus, each rule had two exact match strings, and one regular expression. Finally, we

set all payload-bearing packets to a uniform 500 bytes of randomly generated content. Given this

base, we created various captures using different parameters and noted the increases in the Mean

Decision Time (MDT). The MDT was calculated by having Snort read the packet captures in off-

line mode and dividing the process time by the total number of packets evaluated. The results of 5

tests were averaged for each data point.

For Figure 4.2(a) we employed only a single rule and for illustrative purposes we fixed

the Depth to a set number of characters rather than a probability. The results in Figure 4.2(a)

reaffirm the results found by Dreger et al. [95] demonstrating that the MDT rises very clearly in

proportion to the number of detectors involved. In other words, while the initial match is less than

12 characters, which is the size of the first content string in each rule, then Snort is able to process

each packet at near maximum speed due to the use of pre-filters. Essentially, Snort’s Fast Packet

processing engine looks for only the longest content pattern for each rule for a given set of rules

and if a packet does not contain at least one of these patterns then it is ignored. However, once

a pattern is matched, the entire packet must undergo the full fixed-string pattern matching. This

is illustrated by the first jump in processing time. This also represents the fixed time matching

of the Aho-Corasick string matching algorithm [108] in that the length of the partial match has

minimal impact on MDT. However, as the matching pushes deeper into the rules it begins to hit

the regular expressions which become quite burdensome as the character content extends close to

a match. This finding is somewhat additional to that proposed in [95] in that it implies that some

detection engines will increase in processing dependent on input, not just the number of detectors

employed. Finally, Figure 4.2(a) also illustrates how the frequency of packets bearing intersecting

content with the rule set can impact the MDT. If the Frequency of such packets is high enough,
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even if the Depth is quite low, the increase in the MDT is substantial.

Likewise, Figure 4.2(b) illustrates how the number of rules applied in matching can ad-

versely impact the MDT. For this test, traffic was generated for varying frequencies of content-

bearing packets with a fixed content intersection of twelve characters, just enough to push Snort

past its fast packet processing. Clearly, as the number of rules that the NIDS must match against in-

creases, so too does the the MDT. This is directly related to the need to navigate a data structure, a

tree in this case, to prune the results to the most likely candidates. In worst case scenarios, perhaps

the result of a poor rule set, it is possible for the number of rules to dominate the processing time.

This implies that in boundary cases, NIDS resource usage will not grow linearly to the number of

detectors employed, as stated in [95], but will in fact increase dependent on input, or the rule set,

as illustrated by Smith et al. [103].

These first tests illustrate how simulated content can significantly impact the MDT of a

NIDS. However, synthetic rules are far from real rules and thus do not offer a particularly practical

evaluation. Thus, for our second evaluation we employ a reduced subset of the rules from the

Vulnerability Research Team (VRT) Snort rule set for September 15, 2010 [104]. We culled 3,348

rules from the 3,944 default rules. Rules removed from evaluation involved complex features of

the Snort NIDS such as Byte jumps and relative distancing that we have yet to implement in our

tools. The absence of these rules in this research has no significant impact on the overall results as

more rules cannot make for less processing. As a general comparison we turned to several different

packet captures that represent common methods for evaluating NIDS. The first is Wednesday from

the first week of the 1998 DARPA data set [6] (Wednesday chosen randomly). The second data

capture is the US Army side of the US Army Information Technology and Operations Center

(ITOC) 2009 Cyber Defense Exercise data set [24], the third is from the Capture the Flag event

for Defcon 11 [23], and the final is a traffic capture pulled locally from the Network Research
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Laboratory at Washington State University where we listened at the gateway between our network

and the university network. Finally, we generated two synthetic base files: one with an average

packet size of 95 bytes and the other with an average packet size of 360 bytes. From these synthetic

packet captures we also created two more packet captures, each representing a worst-case scenario

where the content is simulated such that Frequency and Depth are both 95%.

Figure 4.4(a) illustrates how the MDT varies across these different packet captures. As

is evident, the MDT can fluctuate greatly between different packet captures. This stems from

differences in packet-size to total number of alerts in a file to, as we have posited throughout

this paper, the intersection of content and rule set. Still, this Figure illustrates some significant

phenomena. First, among the publicly available packet captures there is considerable fluctuation.

Though the graph does not demonstrate it well due to the large outliers, the difference in MDT

between both the ITOC and Defcon packet captures and the WSU and Defcon packet captures

is nearly 50%. Such a discrepancy can cause substantial differences in evaluation if only one

such file is used. More obviously, the DARPA packet capture demonstrated a very large MDT at

nearly 4 times greater than any of the other publicly, or privately, available captures. This figure

demonstrates that simply gathering a packet capture is not sufficient to evaluating the MDT of a

NIDS. Multiple packet captures would be needed, and those would need to be categorized based

on their impact to MDT.

Simulating content, however, offers the means to methodically evaluate the MDT of the

IDS. To illustrate this we added the base-95 and base-360 to Figure 4.4(a) which represent packet

captures where the number of bytes per packet were 95 and 360 bytes respectively. These packet

captures contained entirely random content and represent lower bounds for an evaluation. We then

created upper boundaries by adding two more captures with simulated content of Frequency and

Depth of .95 each. These four simulated captures demonstrate a wide range of potential evaluation
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encompassing and exceeding that offered by the other captures. By further refining the values

for Frequency and Depth it becomes possible to more closely evaluate the MDT for the NIDS at

varying compositions of traffic. As an example, we provide Figure 4.4(b) which illustrates how it

is possible to explore a variety of traffic compositions against an IDS in a controlled and monotonic

fashion. For this test, we based all simulated packet captures off the base-95 or base-360 captures

also found in Figure 4.4(a). We arbitrarily set Frequency at .5 and then proceeded to increment the

Depth from 0 (the initial file) to .9. In a similar manner it is possible to explore other compositions,

though often the most desirable cases will be the boundary cases as illustrated in Figure 4.4(a).

Considering Appropriateness, Variability, and Privacy Simulating content in the manner out-

lined in this chapter easily meets privacy and variability considerations as outlined in Chapter 3.1.

Essentially, under this model, content in traffic captures is removed and replaced with purely syn-

thetic content eliminating any sensitive data. Further, if traffic is completely generated from the

rule set without any adherence to the flow statistics of a given network then there exists no possible
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relation between the simulated traffic and users. Even if network flow statistics are used simple

anonymization may be employed to remove the ability to relate communications back to actual

users from a particular network. Likewise, variability is maintained in the three variables in this

model which allow for the systematic generation of content. The Depth variable can allow for

lesser or greater intersection between content and the rule set while the Frequency variable can

regulate how many packets are thus affected. Lastly, Density can be utilized to target more specific

areas of the rule set. Appropriateness, however, does not well apply to this benchmarking model.

The goal of this model is to provide a workload to the NIDS. Figure 4.4 clearly shows that this

model is appropriate to causing load in a NIDS. However, the content simulated under this model

does not resemble real traffic. Thus, it is wholly inappropriate to generating traffic that might sim-

ulate a targeted network. This is one of the motivating factors behind the research we pursue in the

following Chapter.

We end the evaluation with some final observations. First, we note that the impact on MDT

by this content generation model is greatly reduced when tested against real world rules. This

stems from the fact that those real world rules employ multiple techniques to limit the amount

of time spent examining each packet. Even so, simulated content can still serve to increase the

MDT significantly and potentially identify rules, or regions of rules, that need refinement. Second,

the Mean Decision Time is not meant as a metric of absolute comparison. It is impacted by the

platforms and systems used. However, this is not necessarily a bad thing. A NIDS running under

improved hardware should demonstrate a smaller MDT than the same NIDS running on a less

powerful platform. Thus, hardware does stand as a factor that can impact MDT, but it is a factor

that is likely static for a given testing environment Further, this means that the MDT can serve

to make distinctions between different hardware implementations. Thus, trends exhibited by the

MDT extend across all NIDS—accounting for hardware differences when necessary. Finally, we
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have restricted our analysis to the impact on the MDT, but recognize that False Positives and False

Negatives are still the primary metrics for NIDS. However, MDT is not completely independent

from False Positives in particular. Essentially, False Positives rates mark packets that completely

intersect with a rule set at maximum depth. As such, high False Positive rates can be expected

to increase the MDT. Likewise, as the MDT increases, the number of False Negatives due to

packet drop can be expected to increase. Regardless, MDT provides a solid core indicator of NIDS

behavior that reflects the input into the system and foreshadows potential results (i.e. overburdened

systems). Given this, the content generative model in this chapter can serve to systematically

evaluate the performance of a NIDS and provide a better understanding of the efficiency of the

NIDS under a particular rule-set. In the next Chapter, we will explore more generalized means of

generating traffic.
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CHAPTER five

DYNAMIC AND REALISTIC CONTENT FOR BACKGROUND TRAFFIC

GENERATION

Creating content in network traffic to benchmark NIDS serves an important role in evaluating the

performance of NIDS under varying levels of exertion. However, it does little to determine the fit

of a NIDS to a particular environment. In fact, a primary difficulty in evaluation and educational

testbed environments is the adequate generation of application-level content to support simulated

network traffic. Such content is used to evaluate applications, such as a caching system or NIDS

for example, or to create the atmosphere of a live network that can be used to train individuals in

handling a variety of network scenarios. The quality of the content utilized in these evaluations

can directly impact the value provided by the testbed environment. Unfortunately, the ubiquity

of potential content as well as the large variance of such content encountered across different live

networks makes populating testbeds with representative content problematic.

Common remedies to this problem range from ignoring it altogether by generating static

content (i.e. random characters or static files) to laboriously recreating a network through the

import of documents harvested from the Internet, or business intranet, to simple packet capture

replay. While static and random files may prove adequate for benchmarking certain applications,

as we demonstrated in Chapter 4, they offer little value to complex evaluations requiring traffic

more closely aligned with a particular target network. Harvesting documents from other sources

and recreating an external environment with a tool such as the Security Assessment Simulation

Toolkit (SAST) [30] or the Scalable WORkloaD generator (SWORD) [88] can tune a testbed en-

vironment to closely match a target network. However, gathering enough content and configuring

the environment can require extensive labor (as much as 160 to 240 hours of labor in the au-
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thor’s experience) for a single test. Even worse, content gathered in this way may fail to properly

represent the targeted environment in many respects such as the relative diversity of content and

distribution of content amongst users. Finally, packet capture replay can recreate the conditions of

a target network and provide some meaningful evaluation but suffers from myopia, limited vari-

ance, embedded network phenomenon which may, or may not, be representative of the network,

and potential privacy issues. Essentially, there exists no clear model for gathering and generating

content in a testbed environment.

In order for content to adequately support a network simulation a content generative model

must meet the constraints as outlined in Chapter 3.1: Appropriateness, Variability, and Privacy. We

propose a multi-step approach for generating content that meets these constraints. Given a sample

from a target network, we derive the major clusters of content dependent on the contextual distance

between separate documents. This data is then abstracted to create a series of document content

clusters that can be used to automatically harvest similar documents for generation using the b-

model Surfer. Further, the behaviors of content consumers (users) and content producers (servers)

are captured and clustered into like classes of consumers and producers. This information ensures

that not only the contextual trends of the target network are captured, but that the user trends

associated with those contexts are likewise retained. Armed with these data, it becomes possible to

create the generative pyramid where any given content cluster can be tied to a particular consumer

or producer. Thus, any workload generator can be used to create a workload of traffic where

the generative pyramid can assign content, a producer, and a consumer to each flow created thus

matching content to the workload. In this manner, content generation can be generalized to account

for a much broader range of applications.
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5.1 Clustering Traffic by Context

A large body of research has investigated the classification of network traffic. This research ranges

from classifying the applications present in a particular network [109–112], to the binary distinc-

tion of traffic as either malicious or benign exhibited by most NIDS [14, 94]. However, the focus

of such research is narrowly targeted to address traffic engineering, system operation awareness,

and general security. As such, the content embedded within the traffic generally finds use as a

lever for assigning a particular application or intent to a given communication and little else. Thus,

the thematic and contextual trends within the traffic goes largely ignored despite the fact that such

information is a valuable resource for business, system evaluation, and potentially for security.

We propose ContextNet, a technique for contextually describing network traffic built upon

the WordNet project [113, 114]. The idea behind ContextNet is to exploit the Synonym and Hy-

pernym sets present in WordNet to provide contextual clues as to the general subject of network

traffic. ContextNet is able to categorize documents without prior knowledge or large rule sets. The

desire with ContextNet is to provide the means by which a traffic set may be classified by the gen-

eral context of the content witnessed within an application. Further, the information retained from

ContextNet should remain such that traffic of similar content, but not identical, can be generated.

This will then be used to facilitate the generation of realistic content for simulated network traffic.

5.1.1 Content Classification of Network Traffic

The context of application traffic, as derived from packet payload or reconstruction of documents,

has consistently played a significant role in the classification of network traffic. Evidence of this

is most explicitly demonstrated in the function of NIDS such as Snort [14] and Bro [94], which

perform full payload matching against a set of known signatures in order to realize a binary clas-

sification of traffic: benign or malicious. The underlying premise of NIDS considers the presence
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of a particular signature within a packet (or packets) to indicate a contextual predisposition toward

malicious behavior. Yet, in even more exotic classification techniques the content of the traffic still

plays a significant role. BLINC [109], for example, employs a hierarchical classification system

that utilizes social, functional, and application aspects of traffic, without content, to arrive at high

accuracy traffic classification. However, the infrastructure to implement this classification depends

on a low-level packet examination in order to derive the original behavioral and statistical mapping

to enable accurate classification. Even though BLINC, in operation, foregos the use of content,

content was fundamental in building the model by which BLINC can operate. Similarly, Trestian

et al. [111] use Google to ascertain useful information about endpoints and leverage this informa-

tion to classify traffic. Still, they employ keywords to properly tag URLs to help in identifying

traffic. More recently, Lee et al. in [112] use keywords in Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)

to classify traffic into predefined categories. Essentially, the content of an application serves as a

strong corroborating factor for identifying a particular type of traffic.

In the realm of data mining, the content of a document typically reigns as the most sig-

nificant factor in determining closely related documents. The key in most of this research is

to identify a particular feature set that best describes each document and then employ various

machine-learning or statistical techniques to identify closest matches. For example, similar in

spirit to ContextNet, Wermter and Hung [115] use Self-Organizing Maps and WordNet [113] to

classify news articles.

5.1.2 Building a Model for Contextual Classification

In order to adequately generate application-level content to approximate some target network it

is necessary to quantify the traffic seen on that target network. The potential variance in content

on a given network is huge. However, a concrete model that can classify general trends within
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the content of a target network can serve to at least delineate broad categories or trends within

the traffic of a network. These trends can be reduced to clustering behaviors which can then be

modeled in ways such that generated traffic will follow those same clustering behaviors. In this

manner, it becomes possible to generate traffic that will follow the clustering behaviors of a target

network and may also follow the same contextual trends, at least enough so that humans viewing

the traffic would not immediately discount the traffic as not belonging as is often the case for

randomly or statically generated content. To accomplish this classification stage we create the tool

ContextNet.

ContextNet is formed on the assumption that text can be derived from an underlying traffic

stream. The process of deriving said text may be direct, as in the immediate removal of text

from a textual document, or secondary as in textual categories derived from sound [116, 117],

video [118, 119], or other possible techniques. No limit is placed on the potential sources of

textual data, only that such data exists and can be derived in a reasonable fashion. A secondary, and

weaker assumption, is that there exist some discernible boundaries between documents, streams,

etc. Absence of such boundaries would imply a single large document and belay the need for

cross-document classification. Thus, in order for ContextNet to function it is assumed there exists

a set of samples where each sample represents a bounded region of text. These samples may come

from full documents, direct packet payloads sampled from network streams, or even derivative

aggregations of text from a variety of sources. However, the results will follow the quality of the

samples.

Once a set of samples has been taken each sample is reduced to the proverbial “bag of

words” where each distinct word in the sample is mapped to the frequency of occurrence of the

word in that sample. Several attempts are made to reduce possible confusion by removing overly

common words or structures. The cleaning process normalizes whitespace and removes punctu-
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ation for ease of processing. All characters are converted to lower case for consistency. Further

only verbs and nouns are retained as only these words pertain directly to the context of a sam-

ple. All other words are simply sentence or thought support (i.e. prepositions, conjunctions, etc).

Specifically, the cleaning process follows these steps:

1. Remove extraneous whitespace, though retain spaces between distinct words.

2. Remove punctuation.

3. Reduce all characters to lower case equivalents.

4. Remove all words not nouns or verbs—WordNet is used to accomplish this task.

5. Remove all words found in an exclusion list (words like “more” or “has”, and all words 2

characters or less in length.

The Bag of Words

The cleaning process reduces the set of words to those most relevant to the context of the sample.

In essence, it removes prepositions and articles that offer little inclination to the subject of the

sample and leaves behind a smaller set for classifying the sample. Thus, the “bag of words”

now represents a feature vector for the given sample. These feature vectors demonstrate some

interesting properties. Figure 5.1 illustrates the common distribution of the frequency of words

within a document. This data was derived from two separate corpora. The first corpus was pulled

from the Reuters-21578 News corpus [120] which contains a large body of news articles. The

second second corpus represents 1000 randomly selected web pages harvested using the b-model

surfer algorithm as illustrated in Section 5.1.4. The foremost feature of these distributions is the

fact that words that occur only a single time (after the cleaning process) within a document account
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Figure 5.1: Cumulative distribution of frequency of words within a single sample.

for around 70 to 80 percent of all words in the document. Clear evidence of this phenomenon is

illustrated in Figure 5.1. Not illustrated, however, is the fact that most words that occur with

increased frequency within the document pertain directly to the subject of the given document.

A common technique in document processing is to create a working set of words that

can best represent these feature vectors. This requires culling a set of most common words from

all samples in a sample space and then deriving the individual frequency of each feature (word)

within a given sample. This form of fingerprinting then relies on the presence of these words

within samples to determine where the samples map to within the entire sample space. However,

we posit that the most important words within a sample, at least for ascertaining general category,

come from those that are more frequent—once sufficient cleaning of the sample has occurred. As

a result, relying on the most common words across all documents may not be necessary. In fact,

upon examining 1000 samples from the Reuters dataset of articles tightly grouped within a single

category defined by the topic of “earnings” and place of “USA”, 20% of the words encountered

amongst the top 3% most frequent words (roughly 200 words) directly applied to the given topic

and/or location (i.e. words like “dividends”, “profits”, “companies”, and “Texas”). Conversely,

within the bottom 50% of the most frequent words (roughly 1000 words) only about 4% of the
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words demonstrated any discernible relation to the given topic and location. Given this empirical

evidence, it appears that the bulk of the words within a sample do not provide much information

for categorization. Similar results have been demonstrated through different means by Wermter

and Hung [115] illustrating that accurate categorization can occur simply by examining titles and

by Bennett [121] using graph sampling.

These data imply that less is more. By utilizing only the most frequent words within a

sample to serve as the significant features for that sample, it greatly increases the chance that those

words directly relate to the actual categorical meaning of the sample. Further, by eliminating many

other words of limited influence, there is less unintentional collision between samples of different

categories but sharing many similar vocabularies. Finally, reducing the significant features to the

most frequent words reduces the amount of data to be processed. As such, ContextNet sorts each

vector of words by frequency and retains only the top 30%. The number 30% was derived from

the division, as illustrated in Figure 5.1, between words with frequency of 1 and those with greater

frequency for the “web” documents. We note that this threshold is only a rough approximation

driven by the data we have examined. However, we further note that 30% is a very conservative

estimate and an even smaller percentage could potentially serve as well.

Building the Hypernym Tree

While the above feature vector provides a good metric for comparing samples, it still does not nec-

essarily capture categorical behaviors. For example, samples with several terms like “cash”, “paper

money”, and “coinage” are all related to a broader category, “currency” in this case. This relation-

ship is termed hypernymy. More specifically, a hypernym is a word or phrase with a meaning that

encompasses the meaning of another word. WordNet [113] provides access to this hypernym rela-

tion. The hypernyms can provide an aggregate view of the sample with multiple words relating to
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Figure 5.2: Example WordNet hypernym tree.

a single hypernym. As such, capturing this hypernymy can provide inter-word relationships within

a single sample and reinforce the importance of those contextual clues. Thus, ContextNet attempts

to capture these inter-word relationships in a second feature vector that employs the hypernyms of

the words from the sample.

Within WordNet, the hypernyms are maintained as a tree structure with each node (word, or

set of words, in this case) closer to the root a hypernym of all immediate children. As such, given

a single word, it is possible to get the hypernym of that word, then the hypernym of the hypernym,

and so on until the root of the tree has been reached. Figure 5.2 illustrates an abbreviated tree

structure for the leaf terms “cash”, “coin”, “buck”, and “dollar”. The word “entity” serves as the

root of the tree. Further, it should be noted that all siblings are synonyms. Also, nearer the root the

terms become more and more abstract. It would be a simple task to create a classifier that could

classify any sample into the category of “entity”, as “entity” is the root of the structure. However,

the desired outcome is to generate a few useful categories that describe the sample. This can be

done by having WordNet calculate the hypernym tree for each word from the “bag of words”. Thus,

the entire set of words can be reduced to a set of hypernyms of equal or smaller size (assuming

only usage of only one word sense per word).

However, determining a useful hypernym of a word for a particular context faces two major
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difficulties. First, it should be noted that many words have multiple senses. For example, the word

“currency” has three senses. One sense is monetary as depicted in Figure 5.2. The second sense,

however, follows a hypernym of “prevalence”, and the third sense that of “currentness”. As such,

this can create ambiguities in determining which sense is most prevalent to a current context. It

should be noted that WordNet orders the senses from most likely to least, with the first sense the

most likely. The second difficulty stems from determining which internal node offers the best

hypernym to describe the sample. We term this a category for the sample. In some instances a

more intuitive category might be two or three levels higher than the leaf node. For example, in

Figure 5.2, “dollar” is beneath the hypernym “paper money” while “currency”, the hypernym of

“paper money”, might offer a better category for the context of a particular sample.

To thwart such ambiguity, it is necessary to pull more information from the entire document

to ascertain the most probable hypernym to serve as a category for the sample. ContextNet attempts

to solve the problem by building a tree from the hypernym branches, as provided by WordNet,

for the most common sense of each word. The way this works is that WordNet is queried for a

hypernym branch of a particular word resulting in a structure similar to Figure 5.2. This branch is

added to a tree structure in memory; this tree structure initially empty prior to parsing a sample.

The structure provided from WordNet is pushed onto this tree structure recursively. This is repeated

for the most common sense of each word. The edges maintain a count incrementing every time a

particular edge is traversed. Essentially, this count maintains the weight of traffic, or flow, across a

particular path through the tree. Upon completion of parsing, the tree structure will have as many

leaf nodes as distinct words within the sample, and each edge between nodes will be weighted with

the frequency that particular edge was traversed. It should be noted that this stage occurs alongside

the creation of the “bag of words” thus each word, even the low frequency words, impact this tree.

Now that the tree is built, it is time to prune the tree. As a general result of the frequency
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of synonyms and similar words in the sample, common paths begin to take shape through the

tree. Further, all the frequency-one words ambiguous to a particular sample will create regions

within the tree where the edges have very low weights. Even better, esoteric senses to words will

also create these sparsely traveled regions. Thus, to prune the tree, we begin at the root and test

each edge from that node to all children. If the weight of the edge is ever less than 1% of all

branches that were added to the tree, then that edge is cut and all children beyond that point are

lost. The algorithm then moves on to all connected children and continues recursively until there

are no more children to reach. The threshold was chosen as a result of empirical evidence in that

nearly all hypernyms directly relevant to a sample had entering edge weights greater than 1% of

the total branches added to the tree. As such, 1% serves as a very simple threshold for focusing

on the most favorable hypernyms to categorizing a sample. For ending nodes that are actually leaf

nodes, then the hypernym is chosen and the leaf node pruned from the tree. This is a rare case

though, as most often the edge weight between a final hypernym and its child is typically below

the 1% threshold. At the close of the pruning, all the leaf nodes within the tree now represent the

most relevant categories for the document. Figure 5.3 illustrates this pruning process. In Figure

5.3(a) the bolder edges represent more heavily traveled paths, while the light edges represent edges

traveled less than the 1% threshold. In Figure 5.3(b) all the light edges have been pruned away

leaving only 3 leaf nodes which are promoted to categories and added to the feature vector.

The remaining leaf nodes become a feature set with the weight of the connecting edge to

that leaf node as the weight for that particular feature. These leaf nodes are sorted in descending

order from heaviest weight to least and the top 10 categories are chosen as the category feature set

to represent this sample. It should be noted that all categories could be used, and in fact ContextNet

did use them all originally. However, in our experience, we noted a slight improvement from the

further winnowing of categories. The primary culprit of this results from some hypernyms that
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(a) Example hypernym tree with

edge weights. Darker edges imply

heavier weight.

(b) Example hypernym tree

after pruning—all light edges

removed.

Figure 5.3: Pruning the hypernym tree.

occur across many common words. These categories are rarely in the top ten, but typically make

it past the pruning. By limiting the number of categories to describe a sample then it reduces

the number of inadvertent “hits” between dissimilar samples—much in the same way using only

the most frequent words for the first vector. This then creates more distance between dissimilar

samples.

Contextual Distance

Once both feature vectors have been created it is now possible to determine the distance between

two samples. As stated earlier, standard techniques employ a sample space and used word fre-

quencies to map a sample to the sample space. ContextNet, however, uses a graph structure to

connect all documents. First, the Contextual Distance between each sample is calculated. Given a

sample S1 with two feature vectors F s1
1

and F s1
2

, created as described earlier, and a second sample

S2 with two feature vectors F s2
1

and F s2
2

and that the number of elements per feature vector are is1

and js1 for F1 and F2 respectively and is2 and js2 for S2, then the distance between two samples is

calculated as per Algorithm 1.

Essentially, Algorithm 1 calculates the intersection of elements between the two samples,
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Algorithm 1 Calculate Contextual Distance

score = 0

for all e in F s1
1

do

if e ∈ F s2
1

then

score++

end if

end for

if is1 ≥ is2 then

score = score / is1
else

score = score / is2
end if

score2 = 0

for all e in F s1
2

do

if e ∈ F s2
2

then

score2++

end if

end for

if js1 ≥ js2 then

score2 = score2 / js1
else

score2 = score2 / js2
end if

distance = 2 - (score + score2)

if distance == 2 then

distance = -1

end if
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then normalizes the result by the larger of the two sets. This is done once for each feature vector.

A result of 2 indicates that the two samples have nothing in common. In this instance, the value of

2 is replaced with a negative one to indicate that there is no intersection between the two samples.

A result of 0 indicates that the two samples are identical, or that all the elements of the smaller

sample are completed contained in the larger sample. A result between 0 and 2 indicates a varied

level of intersection between these two samples. Each individual score is normalized to the larger

set to ensure that calculations remain consistent.

The distances between all samples is calculated and creates an n × n matrix where n rep-

resents the total number of samples. The value at any intersection within the matrix represents

the distance between two samples. Essentially, we now have a graph of the samples. Since there

exists the possibility that some samples have no distance to some samples (i.e. there was no in-

tersection between feature sets) Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to identify the shortest path between

two disconnected samples. This is performed for all instances where there is no intersection be-

tween two samples. Further, the usage of Dijkstra’s algorithm assumes the travel to disconnected

nodes through intermediary nodes and thus preserves the triangle inequality. At completion, all

negative values are removed from the matrix, except where the index i = i (i.e. the distance from

a sample to itself). It should be noted that this approach could fail if a sample had no connection

to any other sample in the sample set. In this instance, a disconnected graph would ensue and

could skew results. In practice, we never noticed any disconnected graph as almost any sample

will share at least one word or category with another sample. Thus, there is little probability that

this will occur. However, current methods dictate removing any sample that fails to connect to the

graph of all samples in order to preserve value of ContextNet. After all, the goal of ContextNet

is to identify clusters of samples sharing contextual clues. If a particular sample shares nothing

with other samples then it does not necessarily offer any new information. The only courses of
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center maximizing distance with
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(e) k-center step 5—cluster to near-

est neighbor.

Figure 5.4: k-center algorithm illustration with k=4.

actions are to ignore the sample (current method), place the sample in its own category, or attempt

some alternate means to identify the sample. For now, we opt for the simplest approach and simply

ignore the sample leaving the rest for future work.

The end result of the process is a fully connected graph where every sample is connected

to every other sample, and each edge labeled with a distance determining the relative contextual

proximity.

k-Center Clustering

To create clusters, ContextNet employs the k-Center algorithm. The k-center algorithm begins

with the selection of a random sample as the starting point. This sample is added to the center set.

At the next step, a new sample is selected such that the new sample maximizes the distance between

the new sample, and all samples in the center set. The new sample is added to the sample set and
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the set of derived values from the content clusters.

this continues iteratively until the center set contains k values. Once the center set is complete,

then all remaining samples cluster to the nearest center. Figure 5.4 illustrates this process. First,

a random node is chosen as in Figure 5.4(a). Next, a new node is chosen such that it maximizes

the distance with the first node as illustrated in Figure 5.4(b). Figure 5.4(c) and Figure 5.4(d)

repeat the process. If we assume k = 4 then the center set is complete at Figure 5.4(d). Then,

clustering occurs by having each unassigned node cluster to its nearest neighbor as illustrated in

Figure 5.4(e).

It should be noted that the initial node choice can impact the results of the clusters. How-

ever, we evaluated the algorithm for use with ContextNet by simply iterating through all possible

starting points to identify the best value to minimize the average contextual distance. Across all

our experiments, including those detailed in Chapter 5.1.5, the ultimate difference between the

minimized clustering and random clustering was minimal. As such, the random start selection for

the k-center algorithm suffices for ContextNet’s needs.

Clustered Samples

At the end of clustering, k clusters are derived and each cluster maintains a trio of attributes. First,

each cluster maintains a list of the most frequent words and categories within the cluster. This is
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simply an aggregation of the feature vectors of the samples in the clusters. Secondly, each cluster

maintains the ratio of samples from this cluster in comparison to the total number of samples.

This may be used to determine the relative popularity of a cluster. Formally, each cluster D is a

triple D(α, β, δ), where α is a finite list of keywords aggregated from the cluster’s keyword feature

vectors, β is a finite list of categories aggregated from the cluster’s categories feature vectors, and

δ indicates the density of this cluster in comparison to other clusters. Further, we designate the

set of these clusters as Dall with Dall = {D1, D2, . . . , Dk} where k indicates the total number of

clusters. Figure 5.5 illustrates this formalism.

It should be noted that it is not necessary to perform the classification process as outlined

here. The content cluster set Dall can be generated synthetically as is described in Section 5.1.4.

This allows significant freedom in building content clusters for a variety of possible uses. We

address this more fully in Section 5.1.4.

5.1.3 The b-model

To more rigorously evaluate ContextNet we developed a model to simulate clustering behaviors.

We adopt a modified version of the b-model originally demonstrated by Wang et al. [122]. In short,

the b-model is a simple recursive algorithm for generating an unequal distribution—often used

for generating self-similar workloads. The value of b in this model is the loose equivalent of the

Hurst parameter with a value of .5 indicating relatively equal distribution and a value of 1 a single

long burst. The algorithm works in a simple manner. Define a space within which the distribution

will occur, typically a time period, and a set number of events, y, to occur. The object is then to

determine where, within the entire space, those events will occur. This is done by cutting the space

in half and sending b × y events into one half and the remainder of events into the other half; the

choice of which half (right or left) chosen randomly with equal probability. This process continues
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the b-model filling a bit string x bits long to create clusters.

recursively until a minimum period is met (i.e. no more dividing the space). The events are then

aligned within the space which may adjust the placement of other events within the space due to

spillage off either side. When spillage occurs all events are simply shifted onto the space until all

are accommodated which may result in events getting moved from their initial placement.

The key to employing the b-model for our purposes is to make the observation that a sample

space might be considered a binary string x bits long. This binary string can be used to determine

the number and size of clusters in a very simple way. If a bit is 1, then that indicates that a value

exists at that index within the entire sample space. A consecutive string of ones within the bit string

indicates a cluster while zeros within the bit string indicate a break in clusters. Thus, it is possible

to count the total number of clusters simply by looking for all the distinct clusters of ones within

the binary string. Further, this also allows the determination of the size of each cluster through

merely counting the number of 1’s within a particular cluster. Initially, the bit string is all zeros

and is x bits long. The b-model is run on this space for y total values with x > y. As per the b-

model above, when a value is added to the bit string at a particular index, that bit is simply flipped

from 0 to 1. If a bit is already occupied with a 1, then a search for the next open spot ensues. The

search iterates through the bit string first in one direction (either right or left from the initial spot)

and continues until reaching either the beginning of the string or the end. If the search reaches

an end without finding an open spot, it then returns and searches the other end of the string. By
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definition of x > y a bit will be flipped eventually. Ultimately, this results in series of 1’s and 0’s

in the bit string. A substring of 1’s, one or more in length, indicates a cluster while each substring

of one or more 0’s indicates breaks between clusters. Depending on the value for b used, the result

is something like Figure 5.6 which illustrates a bit string with x = 15 and y=10. Four clusters are

evident in this figure though this need not be the case.

The b-model is impacted by the relative sizes of x and y in addition to the value for b.

Obviously, the closer y is to x then the size of clusters will increase and the number of clusters will

decrease. This extends from the fact that the values are crowded into a smaller space and are more

likely to create contiguous blocks. Conversely, creating a very large space will allow the algorithm

enough room to split the space more times and ultimately create more gaps between values which

will result in smaller, but more numerous, clusters. Figure 5.7(a) illustrates the impact that the size

of x and y have on the average number of clusters created by the b-model as used here. For this

test 1,000 values (y = 1000) are inserted into a bit string that is 1,000 × the x-axis bits wide. The

initial value for the x-axis is 1.1 extending out to 10 in increments of 0.1. The y-axis represents the

average number of clusters resulting from applying the b-model given the above constraints and for

the specified b value and aggregated across 100 runs of the algorithm. As is evident, the average

number of clusters created increases as the size of the space increases. Further, it also increases

dependent on the value for b. Figure 5.7(b) illustrates the average cluster sizes for this test. The

size of the space has a significant impact on the average size of each cluster. However, as expected,

it is the value of b that is the dominant factor in causing variance in cluster sizes. Essentially, the

larger the b values, the much more significant the variance in cluster size.

The b-model can be used to model a variety of clustering behaviors and thus can serve

to model the clustering of documents for ContextNet, or for users and servers in a system to be

demonstrated later. The key to successful modeling is to determine the total number of samples
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Figure 5.7: Variability for creating clusters by the b-model.

and then the relative clustering behavior desired. Choosing the values for x and b will depend on

the targeted clustering behavior.

5.1.4 b-Model Surfer

In order to evaluate ContextNet we devise a method for populating a set of clusters defined by

Dall. However, automatically populating a sample space is not a simple process. The most often

adopted approach is to simply use a corpus captured from a live network. If the tests are entirely

in-house and properly secured then this may prove a viable approach. However, privacy concerns

may abound. Also, there exists the potential that the corpus is not sufficiently robust for effective

evaluation. Further, this approach is likely to require considerable investment in time to properly

identify and cull the corpus. To address these issues we developed a content harvesting method

we term the b-model surfer. The b-model surfer derives in part from the PageRank random surfer

model [123] in part from the idea of the b-model [122], as already discussed, and in part from the

ideas of Trestian et al. [111] which consider using other, publicly available, resources to gather
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information.

In essence, the b-model surfer mimics a web user making web searches. First, the b-model

surfer creates a series of content clusters as per the b-model described earlier. For each cluster a

term is pulled from a dictionary and WordNet is used to create a set of synonyms and hypernyms

related to this word. These serve as the common context or subject of a particular cluster. Op-

tionally, the feature vectors from a run of ContextNet may be used to generate these keyword lists.

The b-model surfer utilizes a search engine to gather content using a randomly chosen key-word,

or category, from a selected content cluster. The search engine used may be a public tool or one

local to an organization. The results of the search are parsed, and the b-model surfer will randomly

select one of the URLs and download the document. If the cluster needs more documents, then

with a 60% chance another URL is downloaded from the same search results and with a 40%

chance a new search is made from one of the terms for the cluster (the values for 60% and 40%

are arbitrary here and could be changed to demonstrate slightly different browsing behavior). This

continues until all the samples for a single category have been harvested. A number of documents

are downloaded in this manner until a particular content cluster is filled. Then the b-model surfer

will continue with the next cluster until the entire population of samples has been harvested. While

our prototype only downloads HTML, the tool could be expanded to include other content types

such as images, sound, and video without much difficulty.

The b-model surfer offers a simple method for populating the content of an evaluation

with publicly available (or locally available) content. The b-model ensures that the content will

follow a particular clustering policy and the fact that the content is publicly available mitigates

privacy issues inasmuch as the content is not tied to users of any particular network. As such,

it meets all three criteria for content (as stated in Chapter 3.1) in that the content will be largely

appropriate to the test in the distribution of categories of content (if content clusters derived from
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actual content are used), variable (as the b-model can be changed), and maintain privacy (as all

harvested documents come from a publicly available source). Of course, there are still some issues

that need to be overcome with the b-model surfer. First, the search engine and search terms used

can greatly impact the results. A poor search term or inadequate search engine may return either

overly broad results, or no results at all. Secondly, it is possible that the search engine will skew

the results of any search. This is partially mitigated by the fact that the b-model surfer is not tied

to any specific search engine thus evaluators may choose the search engine that best suits their

needs. Third, the b-model surfer does not mimic link following as per PageRank [123], though

this is slated for future work. Finally, while the b-model surfer will protect individual user privacy

in that no content is linked to real users of a system, it should be noted that ContextNet could

well identify trends of a sensitive nature. In other words, sensitive keywords that imply misuse

(i.e. pornography) will be retained in any clustering assuming enough such content is encountered.

Thus, if there is substantive misuse in the sample network, then keywords representing this should

propagate to clusters created by ContextNet and if those clusters are used by the b-model surfer

then the sensitive content will likely find its way into the test. This is by design. User privacy is

still maintained so long as safeguards exist to prevent evaluators from using the original data to

identify the users responsible for the sensitive data. Further, content that ties directly to users on

a system is unlikely to be promoted to a keyword by ContextNet. This stems from the fact that

only the most common keywords for any cluster are preserved. Thus personal data is unlikely to

make any keyword list unless this data appears in an anomalously large number of samples within

a cluster. Even in the face of these deficiencies the b-model surfer offers a good tool for harvesting

content for clusters.
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Data Set Random Clustered

Reuters-21578 2.062086 1.885169

Web 1.663099 1.144325

Table 5.1: Average Contextual Distance.

5.1.5 Evaluation of ContextNet

To evaluate ContextNet we began with a small sample. Two data sets were created, one from

the Reuters-21578 data set and one from random web pages. Both of the data sets were further

subdivided into two further test-sets. In one test-set all the samples were from distinct categories

and in the other all the samples but one were in the same category. The categories were determined

by the Reuters-21578 data set or by manual verification. Each data set only contained 10 samples

(i.e. a total of 40 samples across all 4 test-sets). For evaluation purposes, we define the metric

average contextual distance as the averaged contextual distance between all nodes within the graph.

Our insight is that the more random the samples, the larger the average contextual distance should

be and the more clustered the smaller this value. Table 5.1 illustrates that this holds true for this

simple test.

For further evaluation of ContextNET we employed the b-model surfer with a dictionary to

download 25 web pages into a sample space 50 samples wide. ContextNet executed with k set to

5. The samples were run through ContextNet, then deleted, and then the process was repeated 15

times for each step in b-value (.5, .6, .7, .8, .9). The average contextual distance was computed at

each run and further averaged across all fifteen runs with the results shown in Figure 5.8. Similar

to expectations the average contextual distance demonstrates a downward trend as content clusters

more tightly. However, there is a small spike at b = .9. This represents a failing in how the b-model

surfer was implemented. Essentially, if a term for one of the clusters is a poor search term because

it is either too broad or too restrictive, then poor searches result. A poor search may return no
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Figure 5.8: Downward trend in average contextual distance as clustering increases.

results or may return results completely unrelated to the category. Accounting for no search results

is a simple matter of discarding a particular search term. However, accounting for overly broad

search results is far more difficult. This was further compounded by the fact that for this evaluation

we created generic clusters (i.e. the clusters were not based on a previous run of ContextNet) and

the dictionary for search terms used was too large (more than 60,000 terms). Thus, for b-values

of .9, only a few categories are used due to the density of one or two of the categories. Thus, if

the search term for one of the dense clusters turns out to be a poor term (i.e. returns weird pages,

too broad, too narrow) then the returned web pages may stray considerably from the intended

category. When there are more categories as in the lower b-values, the impact of a bad search term

is mitigated. Correcting this inconsistency is a matter of future work.

5.2 Producers and Consumers

The creation of content to mimic a network first requires the ability to contextually capture the

essence of the network as was outlined in Section 5.1. However, this alone is insufficient. The

content clusters must be brought together and combined with network Servers and Users to recreate

a realistic atmosphere. Thus, the second step to successfully recreating traffic is to derive the
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behaviors of the Producers (servers) and the Consumers (users).

Deriving the producers and consumers for a particular network requires gathering statistics

about communication trends. This aspect is also a popular mechanic of network traffic classifica-

tion. First, we note that within a traffic capture it is possible to capture the set of hosts simply as

the set of unique Internet Protocol (IP) addresses within the capture. However, distinctions need

to be made between these IP addresses to determine if a particular IP address is a consumer, a

producer, or both. Further, it is necessary to preserve clustering behaviors, in terms of popularity

of a particular host, amongst consumers and producers. Finally, the consumers and producers need

to link to the content groups. We will address each of these points in turn.

Distinguishing Consumers and Producers

First, it is important to note that a variety of means may be used to create consumer and pro-

ducer clusters. One method is to use a list of clients and servers on the system as provided by

network infrastructure documentation. Optionally, usage data could be derived from generalized

user behaviors captured at a gateway. These data offer a ready-made means to cluster users into

logical groupings. However, the actual behaviors of these users as demonstrated in network-level

phenomena may exhibit high variance. As an alternative approach, we adopt a method to cluster

consumers and producers by the relative “social” behavior of each identifiable host similar to that

demonstrated in BLINC [109]. This ensures that clustered consumers and producers have demon-

strated similar behaviors. Of course, it is possible to apply behavioral clustering after a logical

clustering has already been applied to not only capture business-level (i.e. logical) behaviors but

also usage trends (behavior). However, since logical clustering is purely ad-hoc in nature and

dependent on an individual target network, we elaborate only on the behavioral clustering.

BLINC [109], a tool for classifying network traffic without payload inspection, examines
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Figure 5.9: Distinguishing between Consumers and Producers.

traffic in a hierarchical fashion by utilizing the “social”, “functional”, and “application-level” be-

haviors of hosts within the network. In particular, BLINC makes the observation that most standard

services (producers) will use a single source port when delivering content for multiple requests.

Conversely, user machines (consumers) will use an operating system generated port for each dis-

tinct network flow. Figure 5.9 illustrates this idea. Given this, it becomes possible to identify

consumers and producers by the ratio of of distinct source ports over the total number of flows for

a particular host. The smaller this ratio, the greater the likelihood a particular host is a producer.

While the larger the ratio then the greater the chance that the host is a consumer. In this manner it

is possible to divide the set of hosts into two sets: consumers and producers.

However, there may also exists a set of hosts that do not neatly align to consumers or

producers. This is often the case with hosts that are part of a P2P network [109] which act as

both consumer and producer. While this may seem like a disadvantage, it is actually an added

piece of information that can be well exploited. If a particular host rests in the middle, between
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the extremes, then it is possible to assume that the host is actually both producer and consumer.

That host can then be added to both lists. During generation, some care must be made to prevent a

consumer from consuming its own content but otherwise this scheme allows for a clean segregation

of consumers and producers. For the purpose of clearly delineating consumers and producers, all

hosts with a ratio of source ports to total flows above 1/3 are added to the consumer lists and

all hosts with a ratio less than 2/3 are added to the producer list. Applying this methodology to

one week of network statistics collected at the gateway to the Networking Research Laboratory

(NRL) at Washington State University demonstrated only a very small amount of overlap between

producers and consumers (about 2.6%). Otherwise, the method worked quite well in segregating

the consumers from the producers.

Clustering Consumers and Producers

Once the consumers and producers have been identified, it is necessary to cluster each group based

upon the general behaviors of those particular consumers or producers. BLINC [109] made use of

the social aspect of hosts by clustering hosts according to popularity determined by the number of

other hosts with which a particular host communicated. We expand on this idea by examining what

we term the “super structure” of the network graph. Consider a network capture as a directional

multi-graph where each vertex represents a host and each edge a unidirectional communication

from one host to another, with potentially multiple edges between the same two hosts. Individual

edges are defined by the Protocol and the TCP/UDP source port and destination port with the

direction determined by the IP source and destination addresses. In this manner, it is possible to

build a multi-graph of the network as illustrated in Figure 5.10.

Once the multi-graph is created, there are certain host behaviors that will exhibit themselves

within the graph. First, more active hosts will maintain a much larger number of communications
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that will manifest as increased in-degree and out-degree at each node. Thus, it becomes possible

to cluster the set simply by the degree of activity attached to a node. This is further refined to

include the amount of data into and out of the node to better differentiate heavier data flows. Thus,

the in-degree, out-degree, and total bytes into/out of a host stand as three dimensions that can be

applied to each consumer or producer. After calculating these dimensions and plotting them in a

Euclidean space a simple k-means clustering can be applied to identify k clusters within each set

of consumers and producers. An example of this is derived from one week of network statistics

collected at the gateway to the NRL. The resulting data was segregated into consumer and producer

groups using the techniques mentioned earlier, and then k-means clustering was applied to each set.

The results are represented in the Figures 5.11(a) and 5.11(b). Note that the values for in-degree,

out-degree, and bytes are normalized.

Clustering the data in this way preserves several phenomena embedded within the data.

First, there is an unequal distribution of hosts to each cluster. In other words, most hosts are

gathered into a few clusters, while most of the clusters have only a few values. Such unequal dis-

tributions are common to network behaviors and not necessarily captured when arbitrary grouping

is employed. Second, choosing the correct value for k can often prove quite difficult for the most

accurate classification. However, the goal in this clustering of data is simply to lump like with like.

Thus, there is no need for a fine-grained classification of hosts. In our experiments with the NRL

data we found little real difference in clusters produced with a value of k between 3 and 9—only
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Figure 5.11: Consumer and Producer Clustering.

more small clusters, no real change to the overall shape of the clusters. While the exact clustering

will depend largely on the data set, the real objective of this clustering is to ensure that all hosts

are part of a cluster more than that these clusters meet rigorous classification criteria. Ultimately,

the evaluator must decide the level of precision necessary for an actual test. Finally, we note that

this clustering method could serve to augment approaches that utilize available business data such

as user groups. Thus, it becomes possible to cluster within a large logical category and retain both

the logical underpinnings of a group as well as the network behaviors.

Assigning Content

Once the consumer and producer clusters are created, it is necessary to connect those clusters

to individual content clusters as derived in Section 5.1. Arbitrarily assigning content clusters to

consumer or producer clusters would not preserve the distribution of content amongst consumers

and producers. However, those distributions may contain important trends or phenomenon. In

order to preserve this data, it is necessary to quantify the sample-set such that each sample clustered

as per Section 5.1 must also tie to at least one consumer and one producer. Such a requirement
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Figure 5.12: Illustration of the Generative Pyramid.

is viable when examining a sample directly from a target network, though may require secondary

means of classification when dealing with a corpus of samples not derived directly from network

traffic. Regardless, once the content, consumer, and producer clusters are known it is then a simple

procedure to connect each consumer cluster to a content cluster and producer cluster to a content

cluster. In fact, the relative frequency with which one cluster interacts with another can be used

to simulate the likelihood of a particular content cluster applying to a given consumer or producer.

This, in fact, is the basis of the generative pyramid discussed in Section 5.3.

If it occurs that the sample corpus has no direct connection with any consumer or producer,

then it becomes necessary to arbitrarily assign consumer and producer clusters to content clusters.

A simple model for generating unequal distributions is the b-model. Using the b-model in this

manner is elaborated in Section 5.3.1. The benefit of using the b-model in this instance is that it

would allow an evaluator to systematically adjust the distribution trends between consumers and

producers and the content clusters.

5.3 Generative Pyramid

The generative pyramid is the centerpiece of the content generative model. Essentially, given a set

of content clusters as derived in Section 5.1, a set of consumer and producer clusters as derived
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in Section 5.2 and the ability to connect consumers and producers to content, then a pyramid can

be formed. Figure 5.12 illustrates this pyramid with content clusters at the base, consumers on

another angle, and producers the last. In fact, connecting the content between consumers and

producers creates a bipartite graph. The content clusters serve as the middle ground for consumers

and producers. The key to making this model work relies in the connections between consumers

and content and producers and content.

The pyramid works in the following manner. In Figure 5.12 there exists a connection

between P1 and D2. Notice that P1 is also connected to D1. From the assignment of content

to producers as per Section 5.2 it is possible to derive the relative distribution of documents from

that producer that fall into content clusters D1 or D2. Imagine that 1/3 of all documents produced

by P1 fall into the content cluster D1, and the remaining 2/3 fall into the content cluster D2. As

such the directional edge P1D1 could be weighted with the value 1/3 and edge P1D2 with the

value of 2/3. Conversely, notice that D2 is connected to P1 and P3 as well as C3 and C2. Since

the producer and consumer sets are known, it is possible to distinguish between a consumer and a

producer. This allows D2 to consider its interaction with producers in isolation to consumers. As

such, if 1/4 of D2 content comes from P1 and 3/4 comes from P3, the the directional edges D2P1

and D2P3 would be weighted 1/4 and 3/4 respectively. In addition, D2 might also demonstrate 2/5

and 3/5 of its content consumed by C1 and C2 respectively. Finally, the distribution of content

consumed by C1 might be evenly distributed amongst all three content clusters D1, D2 and D3.

Once the pyramid is weighted in this manner, it becomes possible to probabilistically de-

termine a combination of consumer, producer, and content by simply starting with one (consumer,

producer, or content) and probabilistically choosing edges to other clusters. Figure 5.13 illustrates

three different methods in which the combination of P1 D2 C1 could have been chosen given a

different starting point with Figure 5.13(a) starting from P1, Figure 5.13(b) starting from D2 and
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Figure 5.13: Example use of Generative Pyramid.

Figure 5.13(c) starting from C1. Even better, the initial cluster can be chosen based on distribu-

tions (i.e. more frequent consumers, more common content, etc). A further benefit of this approach

is that a simulator or traffic generator need only determine that a communication is to take place

based on low-level workload models. Once the presence of a communication is determined, the

pyramid can be used to derive the consumers and producers and content. In the event that the

low-level model has already determined a consumer or producer, or even both, it is still possible to

use that information to determine the content, or vice versa.

More practically, the generative pyramid can be reduced to a directed incidence matrix with

n rows (one row for each producer, consumer, and content cluster) and m columns (one for each

edge in the pyramid). The intersection between any edge and one of the vertices of that edge is

marked by the probability that given this vertex this edge will be chosen. In other words, it marks

the outgoing edges. An example of this incidence matrix is illustrated by Table 5.2. Since the

consumer and producer clusters are known, they can be listed within the columns of the matrix

such that all edges for producers come before all edges with consumers. This is a simple method

for organizing the matrix and maintaining what amounts to two separate matrices. Note that the

probabilities for each consumer and producer cluster sum to 1 and that for each content cluster the

sum is 2 when examined across the entire row, but 1, when examined only between consumers or

producers.
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Table 5.2: Example of incidence matrix of the Generative Pyramid.
Cluster P1D1 P1D2 P2D1 P2D3 P3D2 P3D3 C1D1 C1D2 C1D3 C2D2 C2D3 C3D3

P1 1/3 2/3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P2 0 0 2/5 3/5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D1 1/4 0 3/4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

D2 0 1/4 0 0 3/4 0 0 2/5 0 3/5 0 0

D3 0 0 0 2/3 0 1/3 0 0 1/6 0 1/2 1/3
C1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0

C2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3/5 2/5 0

C3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

The reduction of the relationships between consumers, producers, and content clusters to

the directed incidence matrix is a powerful abstraction. The methods explored in Section 5.1

and Section 5.2 provide a meaningful method to produce the consumers, producers, and content

clusters. Further, the connections between these clusters can be ferreted from network traces. Thus,

the directed incidence matrix of the generative pyramid provides all the necessary information

to tie content to any simulated flow. Further, this model preserves clustering trends inherent in

the consumers, producers, and content of a targeted network. As such, the generative pyramid

maintains by default, if the methods from Sections 5.1 and 5.2 are employed, appropriateness to

a given target network. In the following sections we will explore how this model can be tuned to

provide variability and to maintain privacy.

5.3.1 Employing the b-model for Clustering and Content Harvesting

The generative pyramid is a model that is ripe for variability. The simplest variance that may be

exerted over the model is changing the probabilities within the directed incidence matrix. This

will have an immediate effect of changing the overall content resulting from the tests and may be

used to study extremes within content generation. Examples of such tests would be to adjust the

probabilities such that all content originated from only one or a few producers and then perform
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consecutive tests when the distribution of producers moved closer to an equal distribution.

The b-model can be used to model the general clustering behavior of consumers, producers,

or content. The key to successful modeling is to determine the total number of samples (consumers,

producers, or content samples), and then the relative clustering desired. Choosing the values for x

and b will depend on the targeted clustering behavior. The most straightforward approach is simply

a brute force evaluation using least-squares to identify the best parameters given a desired cluster-

ing behavior. This is illustrated in Section 5.4. More importantly, the b-model allows for a range

of clustering behaviors to be examined. Systematically manipulating the value for b can be used

to investigate the impact of greater or lesser clustering within consumers, producers, or content.

In fact, Figure 5.7(b) in Section 5.1.3 very nicely illustrates the range of clustering behaviors that

might be explored with the b-model.

5.3.2 Allowing for Privacy

The b-model is useful for creating clusters, but those clusters still need to be populated. For con-

sumers and producers this only requires that a set of IP addresses be designated and then these

addresses be added to the clusters randomly, or under certain distribution guidelines. The set of IP

addresses could be generated as illustrated by Sommers et al. [19], or could come from network

captures as illustrated in Section 5.2. After which, we assume that there exists a method to map the

addresses to clusters. This assumption is not particularly demeaning as the simplest approach is

to match the list of IP addresses, in order, to the on-bits in the bit string produced by the b-model.

In doing so, the IP addresses will naturally be added to clusters. However, we note that there may

be subtleties in how the IP addresses need to be distributed and leave the investigation of such to

future work.
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5.4 Evaluating the Content Generative Model

We evaluate the approach against the three primary constraints of Appropriateness, Variability, and

Privacy for generating content as stated in Chapter 3.1 and restated again in this Chapter.

5.4.1 Appropriateness

The Appropriateness of this approach follows that if the clusters are derived directly from network

captures as illustrated in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 then they reflect, at least in the general clustering

behaviors of content, consumers, and producers, the target environment. The b-model surfer allows

for the harvesting of documents that can roughly meet the clustering as exposed by ContextNet.

We illustrated the downward trend in the contextual distance between the documents harvested

under higher values for the b-model in Section 5.1.4. What this evaluation demonstrated is that as

documents became more clustered (i.e. fewer clusters and more documents per cluster), then the

average distance between all documents shrinks. In other words, this means that there are more

documents that are more closely related and is evidence that the b-model surfer can maintain the

overall clustering behaviors of the target environment, though not necessarily with fine accuracy.

In fact, we point out that the evaluation in Section 5.1.4 also demonstrated that poor search terms

can have an adverse impact on the clustering. This implies that the b-model surfer will not perfectly

fit content to the clustering trends.

However, we note that the primary goal of the generative pyramid is to provide content

for a simulation that mimics that which might appear on a target network but does not duplicate

it. Since the categories used for each cluster created by ContextNet are aggregates of the most

common terms across the cluster it can still be expected that there is some degree of variance

within the cluster. As such, variance by the b-model surfer due to search engine results or poor

search terms is not out-of-line with what might occur in the target network. Thus, as long as such
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does not occur with too much frequency then the clusters created by the b-model surfer will still

maintain a general theme similar to the clusters created by ContextNet. Further, the generative

pyramid provides a coherent model by which content can be harvested that will still attempt to

retain some of the statistical qualities of the content as seen in a target environment and, as such,

is far superior to current models that rely completely on evaluator expertise. Ultimately, there

is, as yet, no perfect fitness test for content produced or harvested under any method. At least

ContextNet and the b-model surfer offer a means to approximate general themes but does not yet

have the power to perfectly mimic content as might be seen on a target environment. We leave

further pursuit of the fitness of b-model surfer results to future work.

Second, we examine the b-model as capable for fitting the clustering patterns of Consumers

and Producers of a target network. That is, given a set of clusters (just number and size of each

cluster) we examine how well the b-model can approximate the clustering behaviors. To do so, it

is only necessary to derive the best parameters to fit the model to the desired target environment.

Thus, we attempted to fit a b value to the clustering of NRL data as illustrated in Figures 5.11(a)

and 5.11(b). To arrive at the best fit, we simply aggregated the results of running the b-model 50

times for a particular set of b, x, and y values and used least squares to determine the closest fit to

the clustering exhibited in the NRL data. This fitting was accomplished by taking the clusters for

the NRL data, sorting each cluster from greatest to least by size of cluster, doing the same with the

clusters generated with the b-model and then calculating the square of the difference. We consider

the NRL data as the vector A = {a1, a2, ..., an} where each ai represents the size of the ith cluster

for the n total clusters in the NRL data, and B = {b1, b2, ..., bm} where B is the set of clusters

generated by the b-model and each bj represents the size of the jth cluster for m total clusters. If

we designate l as the greater of m and n and set ai = 0 for any i > n and set bj = 0 for any j > m

then the fitness is calculated as Equation 5.1.
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Figure 5.14: Fit of b-model to Producer and Consumer clustering behaviors.

Fitness =

l∑

i=1

(ai − bi)
2

(5.1)

Figure 5.14(a) illustrates how closely the b-model is able to match to the target for con-

sumers and Figure 5.14(b) the same for producers. As can be seen in the figures, the b-model can

be tailored to approximate, with reasonable accuracy, the general cluster size and number of clus-

ters for a particular data set. The calculation of the best parameters required roughly 15 minutes

for the consumers and about 11 seconds for the producers. For very large data sets this process

could require considerable time. However, this is a task that need only be performed once. Unfor-

tunately, the randomness involved in the b-model means that there can be considerable fluctuation.

First, the b-model has a tendency for creating more clusters than the actual set. The actual number

is somewhat random due to the process of the algorithm, but will often exceed the desired num-

ber of clusters. Figure 5.14(b) illustrates this very clearly. This represents a small failing of the

b-model for this purpose. Luckily, these extra clusters are always small in magnitude (size of 1).

These extras can either be ignored, used as they are, or simply subsumed by the larger clusters.
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Secondly, the b-model can fluctuate in the cluster sizes of the larger clusters. This is also evident

in the figures as the error-bar marks the standard deviation. While this fluctuation will often cause

the clusters to not match perfectly to the target, the order of magnitude difference is typically not

beyond reason. Further, the general shape of the clusters in terms of largest to smallest clusters

is typically preserved. On average, the b-model is capable of approximating a target clustering

behavior. The implications of this is that the clustering behaviors of Consumers and Producers

can then be reduced to the parameters for the b-model. This can allow for the easy simulation of

Consumer and Producer clustering as illustrated in the next section. In fact, the b-model can also

be used in matching the general clustering behavior of content given the necessary parameters.

Then, content can be generated that might have absolutely no relation to the target network other

than in general clustering behaviors. This is can be a valuable asset in preserving privacy as well

as varying actual content in order to broaden the impact of evaluations

5.4.2 Variability

The content pyramid is a extremely powerful model where variability is concerned. To demonstrate

this, we employ a simple example network caching algorith. The network caching algorithm was

chosen for two primary reasons. First, it demonstrates that the techniques in this chapter can extend

beyond NIDS to really any traffic evaluation scheme. Secondly, while the content generated under

the generative pyramid can be used to create the feel of a target network without the need to

scrub the data, it should be noted that it is difficult to say exactly how the harvested content might

impact a NIDS. Thus, a caching algorithm presents a clearer example of how content can be varied

to impact applications. However, this example represents only the potential for the generative

pyramid and is by no means conclusive.

Regardless, we start by implementing a simple caching algorithm and then use the b-model
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surfer to harvest varying sets of documents with which to test this algorithm. By varying the

clustering of the documents it is possible to increase the likelihood that the same page is harvested.

The caching algorithm works like this. When a document is requested, the cache is checked to see

if the document already exists in the cache. If it does, the caching algorithm counts this as a hit. If

not, then the document is added to the end of the cache, potentially removing the first document in

the cache if the cache size of 10 has already been reached. The average hit rate is then the number

of cache hits divided by the total number of requests.

To evaluate this simple caching system, we utilize the b-model surfer at varying values for

b to harvest 100 documents and create a space of documents that a user might request. There are

no predefined clusters, only those that result due to the b-model. Further, the b-model surfer is re-

stricted to a smaller set of search results encouraging the chance that, when a large cluster occurs,

a single document may be selected multiple times. Such redundancy is retained within the content

clusters—this embeds the likelihood of a particular document occurring more often than others

directly into the cluster. We assume a single producer to which all requests are made. Further, we

assume a single cluster of consumers making requests, each request utilizing the distribution of

documents as the probability for choosing a particular document (i.e. a cluster with more docu-

ments will be selected more often). A series of 10,000 web requests are simulated in this manner.

The intuition to this test is that as documents become more clustered, the hit rate should climb. In

fact, this is the case of the 100 test runs aggregated and illustrated in Figure 5.15(a).

Figure 5.15(a) represents a good example of how the b-model can be used to systematically

examine the impact of clustering against a network application. However, the potential for advanc-

ing the scenario is even greater. Adjusting the incidence matrix can further impact the results in

non-intuitive ways. To illustrate this, we design a more advanced evaluation using the content clus-

ters generated from Figure 5.15(a) and then adding multiple consumer clusters and adjusting the
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Figure 5.15: Example usage of Content Generative Pyramid.

incidence matrices for each consumer cluster. To simulate the consumer clusters, we once again

adopt the b-model to distribute 1,000 IP addresses amongst a varying number of clusters. While

the number of consumer clusters will have limited impact on a caching algorithm in most circum-

stances, the probabilities linking consumer clusters with content clusters will have a significant

impact on the results. To simulate this, we also apply the b-model to the incidence matrix between

each consumer cluster and content cluster. To accomplish this, we use the b-model to create a

clustering across 100 possible values. We use the size of each cluster generated in this manner to

indicate a probability of this consumer choosing content from a particular content cluster. In order

to adopt a little more order into the evaluation, we sort these clusters in descending order by size.

The content clusters gathered under a particular b value are also sorted in descending order by size.

These two sorted lists are aligned and the probability at a given index in the consumer incidence

list becomes the probability of that consumer choosing that content cluster. The incidence matrix

is then filled out with the values derived in this manner. Essentially, this weights the probabilities

such that the largest probabilities align with the largest content clusters.

For the test we simulated 1,000 web page accesses by first randomly selecting a consumer
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from one of the consumer clusters. A random number between 1 and 100 is chosen and given this

number, and the incidence matrix, it is possible to determine a target content cluster. A document

is then randomly chosen from within the targeted content cluster and lastly the producer is selected

(only one producer for this test). Figure 5.15(b) illustrates the aggregated results of 10 test runs.

The adjustment of the incidence matrix has had a significant impact on hit ratios. First, notice that

for incidence probabilities created under a b-model of 0.5 and 0.6, the hit rate for the documents

gathered under b values of 0.8 and 0.9 are extremely high. The root cause of this phenomena

stems from the fact that the clustering of documents in these instances consists of one or two large

clusters and then several clusters of a single document. Since each cluster is chosen nearly equally

when the incidence matrix probabilities are created using 0.5 or 0.6, then it becomes more likely

that the clusters with only a single document are chosen. This directly results in the higher hit

rates. However, for documents gathered under a b value of 0.8 and 0.9, and when the incidence

matrix probabilities are created using a b value 0.8 or 0.9 the exact opposite happens. Essentially,

the largest clusters become the target and the results then quickly approach the clustering inherent

within the cluster as witnessed in Figure 5.15(a). Conversely, as the b values used in creating

the incidence matrices grows, the documents clustered around lower b values (0.5 and 0.6) show

increasing hit rates. This is a direct result of the fact that the largest content clusters in these

instances contain 2 or 3 documents. As more and more traffic is directed to those clusters, the

chance for a cache hit rises appreciably.

This example could be further expanded to include multiple producer clusters as well as

different incidence matrices. Of course, the model extends well beyond the testing of caches as

illustrated here. The harvesting of content, the clustering of consumers and producers, as well as

the incidence matrix serve to allow for a huge amount of variety in potential evaluations beyond

that explored here. This example merely illustrates how the model can be manipulated to create
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interesting effects on the application under evaluation. Ultimately, the model is only limited by the

imagination of the evaluator.

5.4.3 Privacy

Finally, we remark on the privacy concerns mitigated by this approach. First, content harvested

from public resources can be considered not only realistic (it is actual content), but public and thus

not sensitive in nature. However, there are some potential privacy issues that may arise as discussed

at the close of Section 5.3.1. In particular, there exists the potential skew from search engines or

search terms and the chance for sensitive terms appearing as categories or search terms in results.

The problem with search engines is partially mitigated as the b-model surfer is not tied to any

particular search engine. The problem with search terms is more complex and the subject of future

research. Finally, we note that the chance for sensitive terms appearing in searches is no more

likely in the approach provide here than in current approaches. In fact, in most cases it will be less

likely unless there is serious misuse in the system, or sensitive content is encountered repeatedly

within the target network. As such, actual network captures and statistics must be maintained under

strict procedures in order to reduce the potential for privacy infringement. However, the b-model

has the potential to forgo all privacy concerns if the evaluator only wishes to use the general content

clustering behaviors and not the actual content categories. In that instance, all that is needed are

the necessary parameters for the b-model surfer to harvest content and a dictionary of search terms

to use. Under this model of usage the b-model surfer offers completely anonymous content and

cannot infringe on user privacy of the target system.

While the methods provided here mitigate the larger concerns of user privacy more ad-

vanced testbeds, training simulations for actual network security for example, require extremely

realistic traffic. This will typically require email, voice over IP, and potentially other content types.
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Harvesting such documents can still be handled under the framework provided here—though the

documents must undergo an extra stage of cleaning. Essentially, a set of example documents must

be harvested however possible. These documents must then be vetted dependent their potential for

sensitivity. We posit that ContextNet (Section 5.1) working with a set of training data could serve

to capture most of the sensitive content. The remainder would then need to be vetted by an evalu-

ator before employing the framework provided here. This is not a perfect solution and we seek to

further improve this process in future work. Regardless, the research here provides for a systematic

framework by which content may be harvested, the relative clustering statistics maintained, and,

in most cases, privacy concerns mitigated.
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CHAPTER six

IMPLEMENTATION AND CONCERNS IN HIGH-SPEED ENVIRONMENTS

Generating traffic and content as illustrated thus far can prove a resource intensive process. Trivial

amounts of traffic can be created with little trouble, but truly recreating a large network can require

either powerful hardware or lots of hardware depending on the exact parameters of a test. We have

attempted to alleviate some of these issues through the creation of PaCSim, the Packet Capture

Simulator. The purpose behind PaCSim is that it allows the creation of captures that follow the

benchmarking techniques illustrated in Chapter 4 as well as providing for the usage of content

generated through Chapter 5. Thus, PaCSim allows the creation of simulated packet captures to

evaluate NIDS in off-line, or even on-line mode using a traffic replay device. However, while

PaCSim can greatly reduce the resources required to create large tests, we also note that generating

a single test can create very large files which may not provide high-speed replay. Thus, it is

necessary to consider methods that might be used to improve the regeneration characteristics of

any tests. We start by explaining PaCSim, and then examine the hardware constraints typical in a

high-speed regeneration environment. Finally, we illustrate our methodology for reducing the size

of generated content in order to improve efficiency during regeneration.

6.1 The Packet Capture Simulator

The Packet Capture Simulator is a tool that can be used to simulate Network Traffic Captures. The

tool is an agent-oriented simulator such that network actions are the results of particular agents

attempting to complete a particular objective (i.e. download a web page). The underlying model

follows the diagram in Figure 6.1. Essentially, when an agent becomes active, that agent will select

a particular objective. Each objective then details the actual communications that need to take place
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of PaCSim Agent Model.

in order to complete the given objective. The choice for each each objective is determined by a

predefined distribution for each agent. Further, the actual communications attached to an objective

can be designed to demonstrate a variety of behaviors matching most of the typically simulated

network phenomena like inter-arrival times and packet length distributions.

Agents: The Agents of PaCSim designate the users of the system. Agents are directly tied to

host IP addresses. In essence, the Agents perform the role of Consumers in the system. As such,

the Agents can be set to follow various behavior by limiting the number of objectives which they

pursue and modifying the think times between each Activity, with an Activity indicating an agent

that has gone active. In this manner consumer distributions can be maintained, as well as think

times (if desired). Further, multiple agents of a particular type can be created during a particular

scenario and each will act independently.

Objectives: Each Objective defines a particular network task. This task might be to simulate

a web-page download, or a Distributed Denial of Service Attack. The objective will define the

potential targets, or Producers, that might be involved in that objective. Further, each objective
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will link to available communications. These communications may be set to occur in parallel or

in order. Thus, the objective will largely define the actual behavior of the Agent as it interacts

with a target. In essence, the objectives act like the Generative Pyramid Model in that they tie

together the Consumers (i.e. the Agents) the Producers (i.e. the Targets) and the content (i.e. the

Communications).

Communications: Communications are the low-level implementations, the network flows, that

result from an Agent’s interaction with a Target. Each Communication defines features such as the

number of bytes, ports to use, and inter-arrival times. The definitions for these Communications are

such that a single definition can provide for a wide degree of variety. Further, each Communication

also defines a particular type of content. This may be a sample file as might be used in Chapter 5

or a finite automata representation of a rule-set as per Chapter 4. Regardless, the communication

defines the payload for this communication.

The Simulator: The Simulator works in the following process. First, it randomly schedules

the first Activity for each Agent. This scheduling is done through an iterative random selection.

Essentially, each Agent has a probability to go active. For each Agent, the simulator starts at

the first time-step and randomly selects a number. If the random number is equal or less than

the “go active” probability for the Agent, then the Agent is scheduled to start at that time. If the

random number is larger than the the go active probability then the time step is incremented and the

process repeats at the next time step. This continues for each Agent until the Agent is scheduled

or the time-step exceeds test parameters.

Once, all Agents are scheduled the simulator simply takes the first Agent in the schedule

and chooses an Objective for that Agent. Choice of Objective will depend on the definition of

the Users within the test and may be completely random or restricted to very specific objectives.
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Regardless, once the Objective is chosen, the Simulator will identify all Communications necessary

for that task. The Simulator will then proceed to simulate the Communications by building packets

dependent on the definitions of the Communications. Each packet is pushed onto a heap, ordered

by the time stamp for that packet. The timing data for that Agent is incremented dependent on

the Communication features (i.e. inter-arrival times) and the test parameters (i.e. designated link

speed). It should be noted that at this stage the packets are just the IP and layer 3 headers, payload

and Ethernet headers are added later. Regardless, once all the Communications are completed that

particular Objective is considered complete and the Agent’s activity at an end. The Agent is then

rescheduled for a new activity in an identical manner to the first activity, though the initial time-step

will be after the end of the Agents last Objective. The next Agent is then pulled from the scheduled

Activities and the process continues. Essentially, the Simulator executes every communication in

isolation, and the ordering of the heap structure imposes relative order on the packets.

Once all Activities are converted into Communications and packets are pushed onto the

heap, then the packets are written out into the a packet capture. As they are written, payloads

and Ethernet headers are generated depending on the Communication definitions. Thus, one set of

packets might possess random character payloads, while another set might demonstrate payloads

as per the rules in Chapter 4. Further, the proper checksums are also calculated at this stage. Once

all the packets have been written, then the process is complete.

Benefits of PaCSim: The primary benefit of PaCSim is a packet capture that meets the content

generative models as outlined in Chapter 4 or Chapter 5. However, it should be noted that for

PaCSim to meet the generative pyramid model as outlined in Chapter 5 would require building

a test with this in mind which would require an additional stage of implementing the Consumer,

Content, and Producer clusters. In other words, PaCSim, by itself, will not calculate those distri-
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butions. It will only preserve them in simulation. PaCSim also incorporates the ability to simulate

many of the other features of traffic generation as discussed in Chapter 1.2. Further, PaCSim can

run on commodity Linux hardware, though for very large tests processing can require considerable

time. Finally, a packet capture can often serve as a first-run evaluation for a NIDS in order to

determine the fitness of a particular technique or method. Even more, having an evaluation as a

packet capture means that the test can be re-run again and again and should garner identical results.

Thus, PaCSim offers some very attractive means for evaluating NIDS in particular, as well as most

network applications.

PaCSim and High Speed Transmission: While packet captures have some strengths, in high

speed transmission this can prove a weakness. First, the size of the packet capture can grow huge.

This can make retransmission of such a file problematic as it may not be possible to put all the data

in memory. Further, even if the entire capture is in memory, there exists a large chance that cache

misses will occur regularly as the content and headers will change quite often since most network

traffic is comprised of relatively short flows (10 packets or less) while most packets come from

large flows (larger than 100 packets) [17]. This can create a large amount of churn in caching and

result in less than optimal retransmission. We address these points in the following Sections.

6.2 Hardware Considerations

One of the primary constraints to high-speed regeneration of traffic is that the hardware platforms

upon which these process can run have limited resources. First, we note, as discussed in Chapter

1.4, that there are three primary methods for generating traffic. As was also illustrated in that

chapter only hardware implementations can meet Gigabit line-speeds (excepting distributed traffic

generation). One of the problems behind this is the shear volume of data required to run a test. For
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example, 1 Gigabyte of data, ignoring any data structure overhead, can provide roughly 8 seconds

of traffic at a one Gigabit line rate. Thus, a sixty second test would require 7.5 Gigabytes of data.

While it is possible to simply take a few seconds of data and replay that data over and over, that

type of evaluation is not really sufficient to evaluation as outlined in this work. Thus, even a small

test is likely to require several Gigabytes of data and a large test may well require Tera-bytes of

data.

Unfortunately, specialized hardware platforms with large stocks of fast RAM are extremely

expensive, while other hardware platforms such as the NetFPGA Virtex II card are extremely

limited in the amount of data that can be loaded onto the device. For example, the Virtex II

NetFPGA card has 4.5 MB SRAM and 64 MB DDR2 DRAM. As such, it is impossible to load

onto that board more than a small amount of data at any one time. Further, the Virtex II NetFPGA

card has 4 Gigabit Ethernet ports. The bottleneck is clearly storage in this case. Thus, we examine

methods for reducing the size of captures during retransmission in the following section.

6.3 Simplifications for High-Speed Environments

As we have attempted to justify, the size of a packet capture generated by PaCSim, or similar

approach, for use within evaluation of a NIDS is simply too large for many platforms to efficiently

handle. To address this we examine methods to reduce the size of the data. First, we note that

in network traffic there is a large amount of redundancy in the form of packet headers. While the

number of packets in a traffic capture may number in the tens of millions, the number of distinct

flows (as defined by the IP-level quintuple) typically only numbers in the thousands or hundreds

of thousands. We exploit this distribution to arrive at significant savings in the amount of data

required for an evaluation.

First, let us consider a potential evaluation. This example evaluation seeks to generate
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10,000,000 packets at high speeds. We choose the number 10,000,000 completely arbitrarily

though any sufficiently large number would suffice. To begin with, we consider only the head-

ers of the traffic. For simplicity we assume that all packets are TCP and that Ethernet headers are

not necessary for this test. Further, we assume that at least 8 bytes are required as a time stamp for

each packet in order to ensure proper timing for the given test. Figure 6.2 gives a representation

of the information required for each packet. Under these assumptions, a minimum of 48 bytes are

required to store each packet creating a total of 457 MB of space required to house just the headers

for the 10,000,000 packets. Many platforms simply do not have sufficient memory to store that

amount of data. This means that the data will need to be loaded onto the hardware from an exterior

source more often. Further, this does not even consider the payload yet.

In order to alleviate this, we propose the idea of a flow template. Since most of the fields

in the IP header and TCP header are static for a flow, these values can be stored once, and simply

loaded when a particular packet is sent. Once again, Figure 6.2 illustrates all the fields that are

largely static for any test with green vertical bars. Those fields represent most of the fields of the

header and are values that will not change, or, as is the case with IP addresses and port numbers,
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only swap positions. This implies that the total amount of data required to handle the headers for a

test can be greatly reduced. The fields marked in red represent the fields that must be represented

for each packet. This includes the timing information, length of the packet, and the flags. Those

fields marked in brown horizontal lines mark fields that must be accounted for, but do not neces-

sarily require a value for every packet. For example, checksums can be calculated efficiently in

hardware and that can be done as the packet is sent. Acknowledgement and Sequence numbers are

a little more tricky, but can be maintained as counters as they are in actuality. Thus, creating a set

of header templates based on each unique flow could greatly reduce the entire space required for

the headers. In other words, where initially one header must be maintained for each packet when

using templates only one header is needed for each distinct flow. Since most packets seen on the

wire tend to come from large flows [17] then we can typically expect a far smaller number of flows

than total packets. Thus, if there exist only 100,000 flows in our above example then all of the

headers can be housed in roughly 4.7 MB of RAM.

However, naı̈vely applying the flow templates will cause a complete loss of packet schedul-

ing information. While it would be possible to create a stochastic process to choose when to send

packets, it is often desirable at regeneration time to have predictable packet events. Note, we re-

marked earlier that the static nature of packet captures is a weakness yet here we are touting it as

an advantage. Let us clarify that all regeneration illustrated here assumes that one of the processes

used in Chapter 4 or Chapter 5 was used to create a packet capture using a tool like PaCSim as

described in Section 6.1. Thus, the packet captures used herein do not suffer from the static nature

of normal packet captures as we can create any number of packet captures to meet a variety of

scenarios. Regardless, in order to maintain timing information it is necessary to create a manifest

of which packets are to be sent, how many bytes, and when. Further, it is necessary to have an

adequate flow template model to allow for sending.
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Figure 6.3: Header and manifest structure requirements.

The flow template model is illustrated as Figure 6.3(a). As can be seen, the entire IP and

TCP headers are maintained in the template. This is done for ease of reference and copying during

a test. Thus, when a packet is up, the template need only be copied into memory and then the

necessary changes applied. Further, we note the removal of timing information as that will be

maintained with a manifest entry. Also, note the addition of 9 bytes. These extra bytes are to serve

as counters for Sequence and Acknowledgement numbers in order to maintain the correct values.

Essentially, the default Acknowledgement and Sequence numbers can be maintained as counters

for the initial direction and the new values can be used in the reverse direction. Finally, a single

byte field is maintained to designate content for packets and will be discussed later. In total, the

template header is 49 bytes long.

Given the template, it is then necessary to create a manifest for each packet. Each manifest

entry must maintain, at a minimum, a time stamp. This time stamp is comprised of a 32 bit integer

designating the second resolution and another 32 bit integer designating the sub-second resolution,

for a total of 8 bytes. Next, a field must exist that will designate the flow to be used, the length of
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the payload for the packet, and the direction of the packet (client to server or server to client). In

order to make the most compact list possible, we make an assumption that might be relaxed at later

times. That assumption is that for evaluation purposes, we wish to restrict our selves to no more

than 1 million distinct flows. The reason for this assumption is so that we can squeeze all three

fields (flow ID, Direction, and Length) into a single 4 byte integer. Thus, we can allocate 20 bits to

the Flow ID, which will allow for 1,048,576 total unique flows. We designate 1 bit for direction,

and the remaining 11 bits for length allowing for packets with length up to 2048 bytes which

is well beyond the standard 1460 bytes of payload to a standard Maximum-sized Transmission

Unit. Finally, we note that with only 1 million flows, it is likely that flows will be used multiple

times. Thus, we must be able to embed the TCP flags in the manifest entry in order to distinguish

between flow starts, flow ends, and normal data exchange. Thus, for each manifest entry 13 bytes

are required rather than 48 bytes for each packet in a normal packet capture.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the progression of total savings given a certain number of total flows

and a size of 13 bytes for each manifest entry and 49 bytes for each template and a total of

10,000,000 packets. The total reduction in data size ranges from 3/4 reduction for just a couple

thousand flows to 2/3 reduction in total size for 1 million flows. Thus, the total space for the test

can be reduced from 467 MB of RAM to roughly 170 MB RAM, assuming 1 million distinct flows.

This reduction will also maintain all timing information. However, 170 MB RAM is still too large

to fit all on some hardware. However, we note that with a maximum of 1 million flows that all

the flow templates can reside in roughly 46 MB of RAM, a small enough space to fit fully on

most hardware. Thus, loading data onto the device now becomes just an issue of loading manifest

entries and potentially payload.

Figure 6.4 also illustrates that as the number of total flows increases, the effectiveness of

this scheme falls. In fact, given a packet capture of 10,000,000 packets, only a 50% reduction in
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Figure 6.4: Reduction in storage requirements for headers.

size is gained if there are 2 million flows and this method will actually require more space if more

than 7 million flows are needed (hence the negative reduction rate on the chart). This is one motive

for setting a maximum of 1 million flows. However, we note that the effectiveness of this method

will depend largely on the ratio of flows to total packets. While that ratio is small, less than 10%,

then maximum reduction can be maintained. However, when the ratio is roughly 70% (i.e. 7 flows

for every 10 packets) then it is about break-even in terms of space. Thus, in order for this method

to work, an upper limit must be placed on the total number of flows, and that upper limit must

consider the total packets involved.

Thus far, this method can see a best case reduction of nearly 3/4 in the size of headers

for a given packet capture. However, there is still the payload to consider. Given the example of

10,000,000 packets, the amount of data to house the payload for those packets could be substantial.

Assuming that only half of these packets carry payload (with the remainder being zero byte ACK

packets) and adopting an average packet size of 250 bytes, the total size required by the example

packet capture is roughly 1.6 GB, with 1.2 GB of that in payload. For NIDS benchmarking, as

illustrated in Chapter 4, there are really only two types of payload: base payloads or stimulating

payloads. Base payloads consist of randomly generated characters. Stimulating payloads consist
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(a) Pseudo Random Content Block for Random Char-

acters.

(b) Pseudo Random Content Block for benchmarking

content.

Figure 6.5: Pseudo Random Content Blocks.

of random walks through the NIDS matching engine finite automata. Both sets are only loosely

tied to the actual flows. As such, we propose the idea of pseudo random content blocks.

A pseudo random content block is a contiguous block of characters such that all characters

within the block was generated for either base payloads (i.e. random characters) or stimulating

content as per Chapter 4. Figure 6.5 illustrates Pseudo Random Content Tables for random char-

acters (Figure 6.5(a)) and for benchmarking data (Figure 6.5(b)). The blocks are generated prior to

the test and stored in memory. The size of the block can be anything, but should be at least the size

of one MTU and probably the size of several MTU. We adopt the size of 16 KB as offering good

variety, up to 10 full MTU in this case, and yet greatly reducing space requirements. When content

is needed, the pseudo random content blocks are employed in a manner similar to pseudo random

number generators. Essentially, a number is chosen that falls within the total number of characters

in the block. That number marks the offset to the payload for a packet. The length of the packet
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will mark the total number of characters used after that offset. Thus, grabbing the payload for a

packet is a simple lookup to the pseudo random content block. The highlighted area in Figure 6.5

represent a potential payload block of 27 characters randomly chosen with an initial offset of 45.

Of course, some care must be maintained to not run off the end of a block. Regardless, to accom-

modate the Pseudo Random Content Blocks 1 byte is designated in the flow headers to allow for up

to 256 separate pseudo random content blocks. Note, that with each pseudo random content block

at 16 KB, then 256 such blocks accounts for only 4 MB. Thus, payload that originally accounted

for 1.2 GB of data now occupies 4 MB. In all, the example packet capture can be reduced in size

from a grand total of 1.6 GB to roughly 174 MB, nearly a factor 10 reduction.

Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, 174 MB is still too large to fit on some hardware. As

such, there must exist an efficient means of moving the data to and from the larger storage. In the

NetFPGA case this means that the data must be passed from the host machine to the NetFPGA

board. First, we note that with a test containing 1 million flows that the total headers would require

46 MB of RAM. Further, the pseudo random content blocks would account for a maximum of 4

MB of RAM. If all of this was loaded onto the NetFPGA it would require roughly 50 MB of RAM,

which the 64 MB of DDR2 DRAM can easily manage. However, the question then becomes how

to manage the manifest. Every Megabyte of RAM can account for roughly 80,600 manifest entries.

The total number of packets sent each second will depend greatly on the size of the packets. Buffers

of 5 MB each could contain 403,000 Manifest entries and given the constraints for this example

each buffer would require roughly half a second to be emptied by a Gigabit link. Two such buffers

would only add another 10 MB to the total implementation and require a total of 60 MB, leaving 4

MB for system and the generator. Only the exact parameters of the test would tell, but in the case

of the NetFPGA so long as the bus speed of the PCI board is sufficient to load 5 MB into a buffer

in under half a second then this model can work. Since the bus speed is slightly faster than the
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Gigabit transmission speed and since 5 MB is much smaller than the 62 MB of data pushed out the

NIC, we feel that so long as the data is loaded into buffers in a parallel process then there should

be no problem filling one buffer prior to the emptying of the previous. So long as the buffer load

time remains less than the time required by the traffic generator to exhaust a buffer then the traffic

generator should be able to operate at maximum efficiency and maintain line speeds.

There are several ways that this method could be further improved. However, these methods

would not work in all cases. First, the manifest list could be compressed by adding a single byte

to each entry indicating the number of packets immediately following that share the same Flow

ID. This could, in some circumstances, greatly reduce the total number of entries required for the

manifest. However, precision timing would be lost at each compression requiring some mechanism

to account for timing. Also, if the manifest consists of heavily intermixed traffic then the benefit

from this approach might prove minimal. Another method that might be used to reduce or reuse

Flow IDs would be to allow for the randomization of IP Addresses. Thus, every time a particular

flow is instantiated a set of IP Addresses is selected for the end points similar to methods employed

in PaCSim. This would require saving state for each instantiation of a flow, and would further

require additional information to properly handle each new flow. However, it would have the

potential for allowing unlimited number of flows in the same reduced space.

There exist a few drawbacks to this approach. First, the pseudo random content blocks work

well with random characters or content developed using the methods from Chapter 4. However,

they do not work so well when attempting to generate realistic content as per Chapter 5. The

problem is that realistic content would be cut and/or truncated by this approach and produce content

that would look garbled. The only way to counter this would be to store complete files, or pieces

of files in specifically sized content blocks and always set packet lengths to match the exact size

of the block. In other words, it would employ static pages. However, the fact that the current
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method only accounts for up to 256 content blocks means that no evaluation using these means

will ever provide truly realistic data. However, the goal of high-speed transmission is typically one

of benchmarking. As such, this approach aligns well with such benchmarking and should prove

adequate to that task.

A second drawback is the fact that it allows only 1 million flows. While that may sound like

a large number, for a test requiring 200 to 500 thousand concurrent flows at all times it becomes a

bit more challenging. Once again, realism begins to fade as the same flows must be used again and

again throughout the evaluation, assuming the evaluation extends beyond a few minutes. This could

be remedied as mentioned earlier. However, for benchmarking purposes, it is not necessarily a bad

thing. After all, 1 million flows is more than sufficient to handle most benchmarking cases. The

final drawback is that in the proposed methodology only 256 separate content types are supported.

With at least one of these targeting random characters only 255 can target specific regions of

rules within the finite automata of the target NIDS. Unfortunately, the current Snort Rule Set has

roughly 400 distinct regions of rules dependent on the flow-level quintuple. Thus, it would not be

possible to test every region in a single test. This is perhaps most easily solved by creating two

tests. Optionally, more space could be added to house more content regions, after all, another 150

pseudo random content blocks would require roughly 2.3 MB extra space.

Finally, we consider the implications of these modifications towards the Appropriateness,

Variability, and Privacy for tests. First, the simplifications provided here will likely reduce the

Appropriateness of tests, even more so than the initial model as outlined in Chapter 4. The primary

factor is the the reduction in the number of total possible flows which can reduce the potential real-

ism of an evaluation. However, the simplifications here are primarily considered for a benchmark

environment, and full realism can be reduced in order to better explore behavior of a NIDS across

multiple workload signatures. As such, Appropriateness is limited to the testing of NIDS, and
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would not extend well to other applications. Also, the degree of Privacy maintained will depend

on the actual packet captures used at the flow level, though all sensitive content will be removed

eliminating any potential Privacy issues concerning content. Finally, this model does not allow for

Variability alone, but is really a method for improving regeneration of packet captures. As such, it

would require multiple packet captures generated under the models illustrated in this work in order

to maintain variability. While these simplifications will weaken how well an evaluation stands up

to Appropriateness, Variability, and Privacy, they do not invalidate the method and offer a small

trade-off for a greatly reduced memory signature in implementation.
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CHAPTER seven

CONCLUSION

7.1 Future Work

The primary focus of future work is to create a working, high-speed implementation as described

in Chapter 6.3. This would entail not only building the generator, but also noting the actual per-

formance and effects of the simplifications employed. Further, it would entail closer integration

with PaCSim. Another step is to add more features to PaCSim to facilitate the building of tests and

customizing traffic features so as to test not only DPI based features from the payloads, but to also

address many Anomaly Detection features as well.

ContextNet and the b-model surfer have several areas that need improvement. First, we

would like to explore the use of Deep Belief Networks for clustering of documents for ContextNet

rather than the k-center algorithm currently employed. The primary benefit to that approach would

be a dynamic number of potential clusters rather than the set number imposed by the k-center

algorithm. Further, ContextNet’s usage of the hypernym tree could be refined to try and find an

optimal hypernym rather than simply settling for the last term on the most popular paths. The

problem with the current approach is that it can result in overly broad categories while a more

intelligent solution might serve to find a more specific term. However, such winnowing is likely to

require an alternate method of judging the value of hypernyms. Finally, the b-model surfer needs

to implement more user behaviors such as following links on pages and recognizing poor search

terms.

The final avenue of future work is to develop a modular approach toward dynamically
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building content. The current methodology outlined in Chapter 5 builds traffic using available,

real, content. This approach would attempt to reduce real content into components and derive a

generative grammar from those objects. Upon regeneration rather than simply pulling down doc-

uments from some repositories (like the Internet), completely new documents would be generated

using the generative grammar.

7.2 Discussion

The methods outlined here provide a means to generate content that can be used to evaluate the DPI

engines of NIDS as well as provide background traffic for general network application evaluations.

These methods address deficiencies in current traffic generation methodologies. However, there is

still room for improvement. First, benchmarking content as illustrated in Chapter 4 can serve well

to determine how well a NIDS can handle varying levels of content. However, there are a few

issues with this approach in implementation. First, when implementing a random walk through

the finite automata of a DPI engine it is necessary to maintain a large amount of state. First, it

is necessary to know how deep within that automata a particular traversal has gone. Second, it

is necessary to know if any given state is a final state or not. These two issues, if not handled

correctly, will cause a large number of alerts to be raised in the NIDS. Optimally, no alerts should

be raised if the Depth value is not set to 1. However, since the results of one walk can combine

with the results of another walk, it is possible to inadvertently cause alerts where they were not

intended. This will depend on the rule set, but represents one area that is a problem.

More generally, creating background traffic to match a target network is problematic. The

approach here will retain some of the features of the target environment, but will certainly not

retain all, as is discussed later. However, the larger problem is gathering the correct corpora for

use. A large testbed evaluation requiring a host of different applications like email, video, audio, in
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addition to other types of documents, will still require a copora. The Internet is sufficient for many

purposes, but not necessarily sufficient for mimicking a particular organizational Intranet. Thus,

in order for truly accurate results an organization would need to build their own tools for mapping

content on the Intranet as well as determining a means for culling a sample of “vetted” documents

that could potentially contain too much personal information (i.e. emails, business memos, etc.).

This motivates some of the need for future work concerning the generation of content from a

generative grammar. While the techniques herein would provide a means to overcome these issues,

albeit at a cost in evaluator labor, there is still a large body for potential future work to address this

issue.

Appropriateness, Variability, and Privacy as outlined in this paper offer a means to quantify

generated traffic. However, there still remain some issues. First, Appropriateness is still very test

specific. For example, we claim that the benchmarking traffic generated in Chapter 4 is appropriate,

at least to determining the limits of a NIDS. However, this traffic is not appropriate as far as

matching a target environment. Further, we offer only one measure of appropriateness in this

paper, that of clustering behaviors in content, consumers, and producers. There are likely many

other areas that could be investigated. Despite these shortcomings, the idea of Appropriateness

offers a valuable tool for capturing qualities in a target environment and retaining them in generated

traffic. As such, this is a potential future avenue of research.

Variability is also an important factor of any approach. Static tests run with a static set of

static files will more than likely generate traffic that misses many potential scenarios. This will lead

directly to incorrect or misleading results and conclusions. The greatest difficulty with variability

is maintaining the ability to repeat experiments. This requires a model that can perform roughly

the same for each test run. The techniques within this work not only address this issue, but also

utilize the idea of creating multiple packet captures. Thus, variability can be employed to meet a
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range of conditions but the outputs can be stored as static files that can be used again and again with

expected outcomes. In a way, this ties together the best of both worlds. Ultimately, variability is

the essence of the work provided here as it is the simulation model that provides for the variability.

In the future, we hope to potentially expand the model to more variables to allow more precise

control.

Privacy issues are largely ameliorated by the approaches outlined herein, with one excep-

tion. In the case where sensitive content is encountered regularly then that content, or similar

content, will likely find its way into an evaluation as per Chapter 5. This could cause privacy

issues for users within a system as investigations ensue. However, we note that most organiza-

tions that would use these approaches to test their systems have policies against taboo behaviors.

Further, those that would employ these approaches to test their systems would likely be the same

employees who would enforce network usage policies. In that instance, expectations of privacy

by users are suspended and any reprimand warranted. However, in the case of research where the

users of the data are not related to any means of authority and yet the discovery of these sensitive

subjects leads to uncovering sensitive information concerning other employees, then discretion is

warranted. The only real defense in this circumstance is to maintain tighter controls on the actual

data such that only authorized personnel can view the original data.

Finally, we note that the b-model surfer can prove a great boon to automating content

harvesting. However, it can be subtly influenced by the search engine employed. Further, search

engines, like Google, do not necessarily appreciate the usage of their tools in this manner. In fact

Google requires that if a user wishes to automatically grab more than 100 pages a day that they

must subscribe to a particular service. Of course, there are ways around this but even so there are

legal issues with utilizing a public tool such as Google.
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7.3 Conclusion

In this work we have attempted to demonstrate the failure of current traffic generation techniques

to account for application-level content. This failure is understandable and a direct result of the

heterogeneity of network applications. To overcome this deficiency we created the benchmarking

content generation approach to create content that specifically targets Network Intrusion Detection

Systems (NIDS). Content generated under this model can evaluate myriad conditions that might

impact a NIDS and demonstrates the impact both payload and the rule set can have on the NIDS.

This model serves not only to evaluate the ability of a NIDS to process payloads during Deep

Packet Inspection, but also identify potential weak areas in a rule set where rules are possibly

ineffective or too costly in terms of processing.

Further, we broaden our content generation with the generative pyramid in order to provide

for the population of content for any traffic generation scenario. This content can then be used for

any scenario to match a variety of conditions. Content harvested under the b-model surfer follows

the clustering of content whether that clustering is arbitrarily created or directly taken from some

network. Consumer and Producer clustering can also be maintained in order to tie real content to

any traffic generator. While there are still some issues involved with this model, it offers a clear

methodology for the harvesting of content where no such methodology had existed previously.

Finally, we explored some of the implementation considerations concerning these models.

The Packet Capture Simulator (PaCSim) is a direct product of this research and is slated to be

offered to the public in May. As such, researchers will have another tool which may be used to

evaluate NIDS. In fact, there has already been interest in this tool by other researchers. Further,

the reduction methods examined here can serve to make hardware platforms like the NetFPGA

viable platforms for high-speed evaluation. This can lower the cost factor involved in high-speed

traffic generation and make it more palatable to smaller companies. Ultimately, we believe that the
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research here helps forward the ability to evaluate NIDS specifically, and network applications in

general, and hope that it will serve research and industry other than our own.
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